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An r.e. structure 9 consists of given r.e. relations and
recursive functions on a recursive universe. Given another
relation R on the structure, we ask whether the structure can be
renumbered to form a new (but classically isomorphic) r.e.
structure on which the corresponding relation is not a set
(where a is a constructive ordinal). If this cannot be done, we
say that R is intrinsically £°+ on 21.
If R can be defined by a recursive infinitary formula of a
certain kind, involving the given relations and functions of the
structure, then we say R is formally £° + . This definition
guarantees that R is intrinsically E° + .
In this thesis we show that
If certain conditions guaranteeing extra decidability are
satisfied, then R is intrinsically £°+ iff it is formally
The required decidability conditions are established for
certain linear orderings and reduced abelian p-groups, and this
result is applied to various relations in these cases.
Related questions are discussed in the case of the reduced
abelian p-groups, and the thesis concludes with an example showing
a difference between r.e. and recursive structures.
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Although for most of the history of mathematics
mathematicians have taken a constructive or algorithmic approach
to mathematical structures and their properties, in the last
hundred and fifty years the fashion has been largely for
non-constructive or existential methods. A small counter-current
was provided by the intuitionists and people with related
constructivist programmes (for example, Bishop [Bi] and Richman
[Ri ]). But only the development of recursion theory, and the
realization that it is the appropriate way to study the
theoretical limits of the capabilities of computers and
computation, has led, in the last forty years, to the systematic
study of mathematical structures from an effective point of view.
Here, in contrast to an intuitionistic approach, the mathematics
is classical; the effectiveness of a procedure is given by its
representation as a recursive function.
The beginnings of this approach lie in papers by Frohlich and
Shepherdson [FSh] and Rabin [Ra], A major development took place
in 1975 when Metakides and Nerode [MN] applied Friedberg and
Muchnik's priority method to algebraic constructions. Since then
these methods have been applied to a wide variety of algebraic
structures, and the field of "effective algebra", as it has come
to be known, has developed rapidly. A wide range of papers on
various aspects of effective algebra may be found in [Cr],
General results, not tied to particular algebraic structures,
have only appeared more recently. They began with work by Nurtazin
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[Nt], Goncharov [Gl], and Ash and Nerode [AN]. Other related work
may be found in [LSc] and [Mi].
In a recursive structure certain relations and functions are
recursive by the definition of the structure. Others may or may
not be recursive, depending on the particular copy of the
structure being considered. For example, in a recursive linear
ordering the underlying set and the order relation < are recursive
by definition, but the successor relation might not be recursive.
In [AN] this situation was studied in general and a condition was
developed that, in the presence of certain decidability
assumptions, determines exactly which new relations are r.e. in
every recursive copy of the structure. This condition amounts to a
correspondence between the syntactic and semantic properties of
the relations. A relation is intrinsically r.e. (that is, the
corresponding relation is r.e. in every recursive copy of the
structure) iff it is formally r.e. (that is, it is definable by an
r.e. disjunction of existential formulae involving only the given
relations and functions on the structure). The necessity of the
extra decidability assumptions was demonstrated in [Ma],
In [Bl] this was generalized from r.e. relations to 2°
relations, with a construction involving an infinite injury
priority argument. In this thesis the main result of Chapter 2 is
the generalization to 2° relations (where a is a constructive
ordinal) in the more general setting of r.e. structures. This uses
the a-systems of Chris Ash in order to carry out an ath level
priority argument. The result for 2° relations on recursive
structures was reported in [B2], a copy of which is included as an
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appendix to this thesis. (Sections 3 to 6 of [B2] contain work
from [B1 ].)
The structure of the thesis is as follows.
Chapter 1 deals with some preliminary matters, and sections
2.1 to 2.5 of Chapter 2 contain^ the definitions and lemmas
leading up to the main result. These are all, except for 2.2.4,
2.2.5, 2.3.6, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5, (variants of) definitions and
results that appear or are implicit in [AN], [Al], [A2] and [A4].
Sections 2.6 to 2.8 contain the main result and some extensions,
including the deduction of the result for recursive structures
from the result for r.e. structures.
Chapter 3 contains some applications of the main result to
recursive well orderings and some other well behaved linear
orderings. Most of the chapter is devoted to determining the back
and forth relations which are needed for the decidability
assumptions. The results for well orderings were reported in [B2].
Other, earlier work on recursive linear orderings may be found in
[Re] and [Mo],
The back and forth relations for reduced abelian p-groups,
which constitute the second main result of the thesis, are
determined for any recursive reduced abelian p-group with a
recursive sequence of Ulm invariants in Chapter 4. This
generalizes the result for given in [B1 ].
Various applications of these are made in Chapter 5. We
consider whether various relations are intrinsically £°, applying
the results of Chapter 2. We also ask when a recursive reduced
abelian p-group is A° categorical, applying a result from [A3],
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Finally we consider the construction of "pairs of groups",
applying a result from [AKn]. Earlier related work on groups may
be found in [BwE], [G2], [Li], [Rol] and [Sm].
In Chapter 6 we give a simple example involving a partial
ordering which illustrates the difference between a structure
considered as recursive and as r.e.
I would like to thank Dr. Chris Ash for his help,
encouragement and advice, Prof. Julia Knight for stimulating
conversations, and Dr. Ewan Klein for help with administrative
matters. I also wish to thank Dr. Ash for permission to include my





The formulae we will consider are the infinitary formulae
from the appropriate I , as defined in [Ke].
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We use the symbol VV to denote an infinite disjunction, while
V denotes a finite disjunction. Similarly AA and A denote
respectively infinite and finite conjunctions.
For a structure 21 and a set of sentences S in a language
suitable for 21, we denote the set of sentences in S satisfied by 21
by Sf2Ij. We sometimes abuse language by saying that a formula is
in S when it is logically equivalent to a formula in S.
Sequences.
We use bold faced letters a to denote configurations of the
form a, a a which may, depending on context, also be12 n
interpreted as the set {a , a a } or the sequence
12 n
(a , a a ). Thus a,b may denote the concatenation of the
1 2 n




The value computed by the eth Turing machine with oracle A
A A
and input x is denoted by (p (x). So <p (x) may be undefined.
e e
A s
ip ' (x) denotes the value (if any) computed in at most s steps.
e
Since we have an effective listing of Turing machines,
A s
{ (x,y,e,s) : ip ' (x) = y } is recursive relative to the oracle A.
e
Also
<pA(x) = y < > 3s (<pA's(x) = y)
e e
so { (x,y,e) : <pA(x) = y } is r.e. relative to A.
e
The eth r.e. set, relative to oracle A, is
WA = { x : 3y ( <pA(x) = y ) }.
e e
The notation < > will mean, according to context, a standard
pairing, tripling or quadrupling function, or a canonical index
(that is, a function which maps sequences of arbitrary finite
length onto indices in IN).
In Chapters 4 and 5, however, <a> will denote the group
generated by a.
For unexplained model theoretic terminology see [CKe], and
for unexplained recursion theoretic terminology see [Ro] or [So],
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§1.2 Ordinal Notations.
Kleene's system 0 of ordinal notations (See [Ro], §11.7,
§11.8) provides effective notations for a denumerable initial
segment of the ordinals, called the constructive ordinals, which
coincides with the recursive ordinals, (a is a recursive ordinal
if there is a recursive linear ordering of order type a.)
Definition 1.2: The system 0 is defined as follows. We define the
function | | ^ from a set of integers D^ (i.e. the notations) to a
segment of the ordinal numbers (| a | a means that a is a notation
for a) and the partial ordering <^ by induction on ordinals.
<p receives notation 1.
Assume all ordinals < have received their notations, and <^
has been defined on these notations.
(i) If is = /3+1, then for each x such that |x| 13, y receives 2^
as a notation; and the ordered pairs (z,2x) are added to the
relation <^ for all z for which either z=x or (z,x) is already in
V
(ii) If y is a limit ordinal, then for each y such that {<p (n)}
are notations for an increasing sequence of ordinals y with limit
n
Tf and such that for all i<j (<p (i),ip (j)) is already in <„, k
y y t)
receives 3.5y as a notation; and the ordered pairs (z,3.5y) are
added to <„ for all z for which (z,<p (n)) is already in <„ forC y (J
some n.
Clearly there are partial recursive functions which, given
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any notation a e D^: (a) tell us whether |a| ^ is <p, a successor or
a limit ordinal; (b) if \a\^ is a successor, give us (a notation
for) its predecessor; and (c) if |a| ^ is a limit, give us
(notations for) an increasing sequence of ordinals with limit
\a\Q.
If we consider a fixed constructive ordinal a, and a given
notation a for a, then each ordinal /3 ^ a has a unique notation b
such that b <^ a. This will always be the situation considered in
the sequel. Furthermore, in the interests of readability we will
sometimes refer to ordinals rather than notations for ordinals.
CK
The first ordinal not given a notation in 0 is denoted .
It is denumerable, but unreachable by any effective process.
By "recursive transfinite induction" we mean Kleene's method
for obtaining a partial recursive function h on 0 by defining each
h(a) in terms of { h(b) : b a } and applying the Recursion
Theorem. (See [Ro].)
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§1.3 The Hyperarithmetical Hierarchy.
The arithmetical hierarchy is a classification of the
complexity of sets definable from recursive sets using first order
formulae. The hyperarithmetical hierarchy stands in an analogous
relation to the infinitary formulae of L .It is an extension of
h) LO
1
the classification of sets as Z , IT or A , where n e IN, to a
n n n
classification as S , II or A . where a is a constructive ordinal,
a a a
Definition 1.3: We associate sets with notations in 0 as follows.
H(l) = <p
H(2X) = (H(x))' for x € Dq
( ' denotes the recursion theoretic jump operation )
H(3.5y) = { (il,v) : v <Q 3.5y 8c u e H(v) } for 3.5y e DQ
Now for oc = n+1 < u>, let \a\ ^ = n and define
^.0 ^ ) / t. (&) [XI i J TT® / C O 1Z = Z = { W : e e IN j and H = { S : S e Z }
a l e a a
(This is the arithmetical hierarchy.)
For a s w, let \sl\q = a and define
^.H(a) . yjO / c* c" ^ 1Z = Z and II = { S : S e Z }
a l a a
Finally let A° = Z° n TT°.
a a a
This constitutes the hyperarithmetical hierarchy. For more
information, see [Ro],
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A E° index for a E° set S is a pair <e,a> where e is an r.e.
a a
index for S relative to the oracle H(a). We write S = W
e,a
Clearly, from a E° index for S, we can effectively find a E°
OC
index for S, for ^ a a.
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CHAPTER 2. INTRINSICALLY Z° RELATIONS.
a
§2.1 R.E. Structures.
Definition 2.1.1: An r.e. structure is a structure of the form
a = (a, <r > , <g> , <a > ;
i i€I j jSJ k k€K
for which A, i, J, K are recursive sets and, for suitable
recursive functions p, v, each r is uniformly in i an r.e.
i
p(i)~ary recursive relation on A, each g is uniformly in j a
j
u(j)-ary recursive function on A and the function k i—> a from K
k
to A is recursive. The similarity type of such a structure is
(I, J, K, p, v) and the corresponding effective language is
denoted by L.
It suffices to consider r.e. structures of the form
(A, <R > ) since the g and a may be represented by relations
i i€I j k
in the usual way. (A total function is recursive iff its graph is
r.e. iff its graph is recursive.)
If the R. are required to be uniformly recursive, then the
above structure is a recursive structure. Again, it suffices to
consider structures of the form (A, <R > ). Note that results
1 i€I
about r.e structures imply the corresponding results about
recursive structures, since a recursive structure (A, <R > )
i i€I
corresponds to an r.e. structure (A, <R > <R> ), where R
i i€I i i<=l i
denotes the complement of R_.
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A recursive permutation of the set A in an r.e. structure
9 obviously does not change the recursive properties of 9. We view
such a permutation as an isomorphism / ; 9 = 8 between r.e.
structures, where IB = (A, <f(R )> ).
i 161
A non-recursive permutation may still yield an r.e. structure
but now some of the recursive properties may be changed.
For example in a 'nice' copy of a recursive linear ordering
2
of order type w the set of left limit points P would be
recursive, even though this is not required by the definition of a
recursive linear ordering. In [Bl] it is shown that there is a
2 0
recursive linear ordering of order type w in which P is not Z^.
In this example the set P is not intrinsically £°.
Definition 2.1.2: A relation R on an r.e. structure 9 is
intrinsically Z°+ if for every isomorphism / : 9 = 33 between 9 and
another r.e. structure 53, its image f(R) forms a £° set.
On a recursive structure we define intrinsically £° relations
in the corresponding way.
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§2.2 Infinitary Formulae.
Following [A4], we define the £ and IT formulae of L so
a a w w
1
that the recursive £+ and IT+ formulae will determine on any r.e.
a a
structure, respectively, £° and 11° sets. We also have the
a a
corresponding notions of £ and IT formulae for recursive
a a
structures.
Definition 2.2.1: The £ and II formulae are the quantifier-free
oo
formulae of L (that is, finite Boolean combinations of atomic
WW
formulae).
For a > 0, the £ formulae are those of the form
a
By ip Cx,y )
n n n n
W
where x and each y denote finite sequences of variables and each
t// is a IT formula for some |3 < a. Similarly, the TT formulae are
n p 0C
those of the form
AA vy iJj (x,y )
n n n n
where each ib is a Z. formula for some |3 < a.
n p
A basic positive formula is a finite conjunction of formulae,
each of which is either an unnegated atomic formula or a formula
of the form x * x .
i j
A basic negative formula is similarly a finite disjunction of
formulae, each of which is either a negated atomic formula or a
formula of the form x = x.
i j
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The Z and IT formulae are just the truth values T and F.
oo
For a > 0, the Z+ formulae are those of the form
a
w 3y ( <p (x,y ) & 1/1 fx,y ) )
n n n n n n
where x and each y denote finite sequences of variables, each <p
n n
is a basic positive formula and each t/» is a II* formula for some
n p
13 < a. Similarly, the TI^ formulae are those of the form
M Vy ( <p (x,y )vip (x,y ) )
n n n n n n
where each <p is a basic negative formula and each ip is a Z +
n n p
formula for some ^ < a.
The difference between the two definitions is explained by
the fact that on a recursive structure all atomic formulae define
recursive relations, while on an r.e. structure only unnegated
atomic formulae and those of the form x *■ x define r.e.
i j
relations.
Definition 2.2.2: The recursive E+ and 1T+ formulae are defined
a a
inductively along with their Godel numbers as follows.
<a,e,v,0> is a Godel number for the recursive E+ formula
a
w 3y ( <p (x,y ) & 0 fx,y j
n€V n n n n n
where v is a canonical index for the finite sequence of free
variables x, and
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V = { n € W : <p (rx) = <i ,j > where i is a Godel
e e n n n
number for a basic positive formula <p with free
n
variables x,y , and j = <b,e',v',l> is a Godel
n n
number for a recursive IT+ formula i// with free
b n
variables x,y and b <_ a }
n U
Note that for n e W we can effectively check whether n € V,
e
so V is r.e.
Similarly <a,e,v,l> is a Godel number for the recursive TT+
61
formula
AA Vy ( ip (x,y ) v ip fx,y ; ;
n€V n n n n n
where v is a canonical index for the finite sequence of free
variables x, and
V = { n € W : <p (rx) = <i ,j > where i is a Godel
e e n n n
number for a basic negative formula <p with free
n
variables x,y , and J = <b,e',v',0> is a Godel
n n
number for a recursive £+ formula tb with free
b n
variables x,y and b <„ a }
n U
We define a recursive E+ formula to be one which is a
a
recursive Z+ formula for some a e 0 such that |a| = a.
a
Proposition 2.2.3: Recursive (respectively TI^) formulae
uniformly represent Z° (respectively 11°) sets.
That is, if Q(x) is a recursive Z+ (respectively IT+) formula
a a
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then { x ; Q(x) } is a Z° (respectively 11°) set. Furthermore an
a a
index for such a set can be obtained uniformly from an index for
the formula.
Proof: We prove the result for Z^ formulae by recursive
transfinite induction. The result for IT+ formulae follows from the
a
facts that iC formulae are equivalent to negations of Z^ formulae
and IT0 sets are complements of Z° sets.
a a
cc = 0: The recursive Z formulae are the truth values T and F.
o
a > 0: Suppose 0fx) < > ^ 3y ( <p fx,y ) & i// fx,y ) ) is a




We give a method of enumerating { x : 0fx) } relative to 0 as
an oracle (or 0ln) if a = n+1 < w).
Now each <p Cx,y ) is a basic positive formula, and so
n n
uniformly represents an r.e. set. Also the t// fx,y ) are TT^
n n p
n
formulae for some /3 < a and so, by the induction hypothesis,
n
uniformly represent TT° sets. So the oracle can determine whether
n
fx,y ) e { fx,y ; ; <p fx,y ) & i/i fx,y ; },
n n n n n n
except in the case when a = 1, when this r.e. set can be
enumerated. So enumerate W and as n appears check whether n e V.
e
If it is, using the oracle, start enumerating
{ fx,y ) : <p fx,y ) & i// fx,y ) },
n n n n n
dovetailing the enumerations. For each appearance of fx,y ) in one
16
of these, list x in f x : d(x) }.
The method as given is clearly uniform, and so allows the
uniform calculation of indices. □
We have similar definitions for recursive Z and IT formulae
a a
on recursive structures, and a parallel result to Proposition
2.2.3, which we do not state.
Definition 2.2.4: A relation R on an r.e. structure S3 is formally
Z°+ if it has a definition
a
211= x e R < > <p(p,~x)
where <p is a recursive Z^ formula involving only the given (i.e
r.e., by definition) relations of S3, and p is a finite list of
parameters from A.
The following proposition is the 'easy' direction of our main
result.
Proposition 2.2.5: If a relation R is formally Z° + on an r.e.
structure S3, then it is intrinsically Z° + on S3.
Proof: Suppose 9)= x e R « > <p(p,x.) where <p is a recursive Z^
formula, and / : 9 = 33 where 33 is another r.e. structure. Then
331= ye f(R) < > <p'(f(p),y)
where <p' is obtained from (p by replacing the r.e. relations of 9
17
by the corresponding relations of SB. So f(R) has a formally
definition in 53, and by the above proposition represents a
set. □
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§2.3 Back and Forth Relations.
Given finite sequences a,b of the same length from a
structure 31, we wish to characterize when all IT+ formulae true of
oc
a are also true of b. This condition is written n+(9,a.) £ Tl+C£i,b).
oc a
We use the following definition from [A4],
Definition 2.3.1: For sequences a,b of the same length from an
r.e. structure 3, define a b to be invariably true. For oc > 0,
define a ^ b if for every sequence d, every /3 < a, and every
basic positive formula <p true for b,d, there is a sequence c, of
the same length as d, for which a,c s* b,d and <p is true for a,c.
P
CK
Lemma 2.3.2: The following are equivalent for all oc < :
(i) a =s+ b,
a
di) nVau; c n+ra,b;,
cc cc
(iii) zVau; 2 z+(a,b).
a oc
Proof: [Ash] Clearly (ii) and (iii) are equivalent, since the
negation of a formula is logically equivalent to a TT^ formula,
and vice versa.
For a = 0, all the conditions are true from the definitions.
We show that (i) is equivalent to (iii) by transfinite induction.
Suppose first that a £+ b. Let ^(x) be any Z^ formula true
for b. Then \fj(x) is of the form
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w 3y C tp fx,y j & ip (x,y ) )
where <p is basic positive and ip is IT- for some |3 < a. Thus,
n n p n
n
for some n and some d, the formulae <p and i// are true for b,d. By
n n
the definition of ^ + , there therefore exists c for which
a
a,c b,d and <p is true for a,c. But then by the induction
p n
hypothesis, IT* (S,a,c) 2 TT* CB.,h,d) and so also ip is true for
13 (3 n
n n
a,c. Thus ip is true for a, as required.
Conversely, suppose that zVS.aj 2 E^fS3,b,). We wish to show
that a ^ b, so let d and (3 < a be given and let <p(x.,y) be a basic
positive formula true for b,d. Consider all sequences a ,c of the
i i
same lengths as b,d for which not a ,c £* b,d. For each i, by the
i i [3
induction hypothesis, there is a II* formula ip (x,y) which is true
P i
for b,d but false for a,c. Let i/( be a II* formula equivalent to
M yjj . Then the formula 3y ( cp(x,y) & \p(x,y) ) is a formula
true of b and so, by supposition, true of a. So there exists c
such that both <p and ip are true for a,c. It follows that
a,c b,d, since otherwise a,c would be a ,c for some i, and tp
p i i
is false for each a ,c . We have therefore shown that a b. □
i i a
Ash comments that as all basic positive formulae are IT and
all basic negative formulae are Z+, the definitions of Z+ (IT + )
2 a oc
formulae for a >2 could omit reference to basic positive
(negative) formulae. The result just proved shows that the same
could be done with the definition of s* for a > 2. He gives the
a
definitions we have used here in order to avoid repetition in the
20
proofs of the lemmas.
We have a similar situation in recursive structures, but
without this complication.
Definition 2.3.3: For sequences a,b of the same length from a
recursive structure S3, define a ^ b to be true if a and b
o
satisfy the same finitary quantifier-free formulae. For a > 0,
define a s b if for every sequence d and every (3 < a, there is a
sequence c, of the same length as d, for which a,c i b,d.
P
CK
Lemma 2.3.4: The following are equivalent for all a < :
(i) a ^ b,
a
(ii) n ra,a; s n ca.b;,
a a
(iii) I fa,a; 2 I m,b).
<x a
Proof: Similar to the previous proposition. □
Corollary 2.3.5: If a £ b ( or a ^ b ) then for all [3 < a,
a a
a s b and a b ( respectively a £ b and a a; b ).
P P P P
Also the relations =s+ (s ) are reflexive and transitive,
a a
Proof: The first relation is immediate from the characterizations
in the Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.4. The second is obtained by choosing
d as the empty sequence in the definitions. Reflexivity and
transitivity are immediate from the lemmas. □
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Corollary 2.3.6: (i) a ^ b implies a s+ b for a ^ 0.
a a
(ii) a b implies a £ b for a i 1.
l+a a
Proof: These follow from Lemmas 2.3.2 and 2.3.4 and the fact that,
for any 91, TlVZO £ II f90 £ TI+ C3l). The last inclusion is proved
a a l+a
by induction on a 2■ 1. For a = 1 it is true because basic positive
formulae are IT*. The induction step is trivial. □
We will be using finite partial one-one functions from an
infinite recursive set B into an r.e. structure 91 to construct a
new r.e. structure 53. Lemmas 2.3.8 and 2.3.9 are the crucial
lemmas from [A4] in our context.
Definition 2.3.7: If /, g are finite partial one-one functions
from B into 91, then we define f z^ g if d = dom (f) £ dom (g) and
f(d) g(d).
oc
In the usual way, we write / £ g if g is an extension of f.
Note that if / £ g then f g for every a.
Lemma 2.3.8: Suppose that f z^ g, < a, b e B and that <p(x) is a
basic positive formula with 91 |= <p(g(b)).
Then there exists a finite partial one-one h 2 / for which g x* h
and 91 |= <p(h(b)).
Proof: We may suppose that dom (g) = b = tyb^ where b^ = dom (f).
Let f(b ) = a , g(b ) = c , g(b ) = c . Then since f z+ g we have
i T i 12 2 a
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Let <p' be the conjunction of <-p with all the inequalities
which hold for c1>c2- Then <p' is also a basic positive formula
and, since 9 |= <p'(c ,c ), by definition of s + , there exists a s 31 12 a 2
for which a ,a a* c ,c and 9 1= a/fa ,a ). We may therefore
12/3 12 ' 12 J
define h by h(b ,b ) = a ,a , □
12 12
Lemma 2.3.9: Suppose that for each i = 1,2,...,k, f. is a finite
one-one partial function from B to 9. Suppose also that
£; > £ >...> £2: 0, that f z* f z* ... z* f , and that
12 k 1 £ 2 £ £ k
^1 2 k-1
9 |= <p(f (b)) where b e B and is a basic positive formula.1 k
Then there is a finite partial one-one function g from B to 9
for which g 2 9 |= <p(g(b)) and /. z* g for each i = 1,2,...,k.
Proof: By induction on k. For k = 1, take g = f . For k = 2, the
result is given by Lemma 2.3.8.
For k > 2, by Lemma 2.3.8 there exists h 2 / for which
k-1
f zt h and 9 |= <p(h(b)).k s,
Then / z^ / £ h, so we have
k-2 £ k-l
k-1
/, Z f2 Z...z f
1 2 k-3 k-2
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, there exists g 2 / such that
f z* g for i = l,2,...,k-2, h z* g and 9 1= <p(g(b)).
is. S. ,i k-1
But then f Q h z* g, which gives f zt g, and
k-1 £ & k-1 £
k-l k-l
fk z+ h z+ g, which gives z+ g. □
k k-1 k
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§2.4 More about Recursive Infinitary Formulae.
The definition given above of recursive 2 + and II+ formulae
a a
was a little more restrictive than it needed to be.
Lemma 2.4.1: Suppose S is a 2° set, and for each s e S, <p^ is a
basic positive (respectively negative) formula and <// is a
S
recursive IT* (respectively 2*) formula for some /3 < a, then
P P
w 3y ( ip (x,y ) & t// (x,y ) )
s€S s s s s s
( respectively AA Vy C <p (x,y ) v ip (x,y ) ) )
s€S s s s s s
is equivalent to a recursive 2^ (respectively IT^) formula. A Godel
number for such a formula can be found uniformly in an index for
S.
Proof: We first prove by recursive transfinite induction on a that
for each 2° set S there is a recursive function which assigns to
a
each s e IN an index for a 2+ sentence y for which
(X s
s e S ^ x is logically valid.
S
s <& S -i;t is logically valid.
S









a > 1: S = W is r.e. relative to H where
e , a
H = { <m,e',b> : b <„ a & m e W }
U e',b
So s e S can be expressed as an infinite, r.e. disjunction of
finite conjunctions of statements of the form n e H and n g H.
These disjuncts represent all sets of oracle responses which yield
a terminating computation. Each statement n e H may be effectively
re-expressed as m s W for some b <_ a, so by the induction
e',b C
hypothesis as a recursive Z* sentence for some |3 < a.
P
Each finite Boolean combination of such sentences may be
effectively re-expressed as a sentence, as may an r.e.
disjunction of Z^ sentences.
With this we see that W 3y f (x,y ) & i// (x,y ) ) may be
s€S s s s s s
re-expressed as [ x & 3y f <p fx,y ) & ip fx,y ) ) ], which iss€lN s s s s s s
equivalent to a recursive Z^ formula.
Similarly AA Vy ( <p (x,y ) v ip fx,y ) ) may be re-expressed
s€S s s s s s
as AA [ x —+ Vy ( <p (x,y j v ip (x,y ) ) ]. □
s€UN s s s s s s
The corresponding result is also true for recursive Z^ and IT
formulae.
In well behaved structures the existence of a IT+ formula with
a
certain properties will imply the existence of a recursive TT^
formula with those properties.
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Definition 2.4.2: A positive open formula is a finite disjunction
of basic positive formulae. A positive existential formula is a
(finitary) formula of the form 3y <p(x,y) where <p is a positive
open formula.
The positive open diagram (respectively positive existential
diagram) of a structure S3 = (A,<Rf^) is the set of positive
open (respectively existential) sentences of L(A) which are true
in (%<a>aeA).
Lemma 2.4.3: Suppose that the relations s (1 s f3 < a) are
P
uniformly and that the positive existential diagram of S3 is
P
recursive. Then for each 13 ^ a and each sequence a, we can
effectively find a recursive IT* formula "/'ofxj such that for all
P P
sequences b we have
a b iff 9 |= xjj^Cb).
Proof: [Ash] For (3 = 0, i/<^ may be taken to be the truth value T.
For (3 > 0, we proceed by recursive transfinite induction on
13 £ a to define an index for a suitable ip . We have from the
P
definition that a b iff for every V < (3, every sequence d and
P
every basic positive formula <p(x,y) for which 9 |= cp(b,d), there
exists c for which a,c £+ b,d and 9 }= <p(a,c).If
For fixed 13 > 0 and a, and for each r < 13, let S denote the
r
set of triples cr = fb,d,<p) for which b has the same length as a,
ip(x,y) is a basic positive formula, 9 |= <p(b,d) and yet there is no
c for which both a,c b,d and 9 |= <p(a,c). Then
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AA AA \/y ( n<p(x,y) v -it//b'd('x,y.) )
y</3 creS ^
K
has the required property. It remains to see that this is
equivalent to a recursive II* formula.
P
By our assumptions, the conditions 9 |= <p(a,c) and 9 |= <p(h,d)
are, for basic positive <p, recursive, and the condition not
a,c b,d is uniformly TI0. Thus for y 2; 1, the set S is TT°
K K K K
uniformly in y, and so, by Lemma 2.4.1, the inner conjunct is
equivalent to a recursive II+ formula.
For k = 0, the assumption that the positive existential
diagram of 9 is recursive ensures that Sq is recursive (the
condition a,c b,d is invariably true), so the inner conjunct is
equivalent to a TI^ formula.
Consequently the whole formula may be re-expressed as a IT^
formula as required. □
As noted in [A4], the assumptions in the above Lemma imply
that 9 is in fact a recursive structure. We may still, however,
construct isomorphic r.e. copies which are not necessarily
recursive. Ash comments in [A4]:
"The need for such assumptions, here as elsewhere, seems to
reflect the fact that for the recursive properties of r.e. or
recursive copies of a structure to correlate neatly with the
recursive syntactical properties of the structure, there must be
at least one copy of the structure in which many additional
27
features are recursive."
We can now give a simple sufficient condition for a relation
to be formally
Definition 2.4.4: Given an r.e. structure S3 and a new relation R
on 9, we define for each finite sequence p from A and each
CK +
2 s a < a) , the subset Rcl (p) of R:
l a
If a = 13+1, then r e Rcl + (p) if for some b, whenever
a
p,r,b p,r',b' then r' e R.
If a is a limit ordinal, then Rcl+(p) = LL Rcl*(p).
a (3<a /3
Proposition 2.4.5: Let S3 be an r.e. structure, R be a new relation
on 9, and 2 £ a < wCK. Suppose the relations s* are uniformly
1 P P
for (3 < a, and the positive existential diagram of 9 and R are
recursive. If, for some p, Rcl\p) = R, then R is formally
Proof: We first deal with the successor ordinal case a = (3+1. We
have that R = Rcl+(p), so for each r e R there is b such that
a
whenever p,r,b p,r',b' then r' 6 R. This relation between p,r,b
is 11°, so a suitable b , depending on r, can be found by a A°
process.
Let fx,y,z ) be the formula guaranteed by Lemma 2.4.3.
13 r
Then
9 1= y e R < > w 3z i//^'r'br (x,y,z ).r ^ r€R r (3 r
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The disjunction in this formula is Z° (we have to find an
appropriate b for each r € J!), so by Lemma 2.4.1 it is equivalent
r
to a recursive E + formula,
a
Now suppose a is a limit ordinal. Then for each r e R there
is 13 < a and b such that whenever p,r,b s* p,r',b' then r' e R.
P
This relation between p,r,b is 11° so a suitable (3 < a and b ,
p r r
depending on r, can be found by a A° process. Again
3 1= y € R < > w 3z i/)^'r'br (x,y,z )1 r£R r p r
r
and by Lemma 2.4.1 this is equivalent to a recursive formula. □
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§2.5 Labelling Systems.
We give here the definitions from [A4] which are needed for
the proof of our main result.
Definition 2.5.1: An r.e. scheme is a structure © = (U,L,P,E) in
which U, L are r.e. sets, P is an r.e. set of finite sequences of
the form (u ,1 ,u ,1 where each u e U and each I e L, and
o Oil i i
E Q L x IN is r.e. Also we require that P is closed under the
formation of initial segments.
An instruction for © is a function p which assigns, to each
member of P of the form (u ,i ,...u ,1 ), an element u € U for
0 0 n n n+1
which (u ,1 ,...U ,1 ,U ) € P.
0 0 n n n+1
An input for © is a triple (u,l,p) in which p is an
instruction for © and (u,l) e P. We say that (u,l,p) is A° if p is.
A run in © of the input (u,l,p) is an infinite sequence
s = (u ,I ,u ,1 ,...)
0 0 11
of which every finite initial segment is in P, such that = u,
I = I and such that, for each n, u = p(u ,1 ,...u ,1 ).
0 n+1 0 0 n n
For 1 e L we write E(l) = { m : (l,m) e E } and if s =
(u ,1 ,u ,1 ,...) we write E(s) = U E(l ). We say that the run s
0 0 11 n n
is conservative if E(s) is r.e.
This scheme corresponds to an infinite two player game in
which, alternately, player I plays elements of U and player II
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plays elements of L, so that at each stage the corresponding
finite sequence remains in P.
An input corresponds to a starting position and a strategy
for player I. Player II is considered to win against this strategy
if the infinite sequence 1^,1^,... of his plays makes U E(l )
r.e.
Ash's name "labelling system" arises from his original
visualization of the situation. One thinks of a tree with nodes
from U, to be labelled in a run of the game by labels from L.
Thus, each turn of player I consists in choosing the next node;
each reply of player II consists in choosing a label for that
node. Player II wins a run of the game s if it is conservative,
that is if his choice of labels has forced E(s) to be r.e.
To apply this, we will design r.e. schemes for which the
existence of a conservative run for a suitable input establishes
the desired results. So we wish to ensure that player II can win
when player I follows a certain strategy. This strategy consists
in supplying information from a A° oracle about the E° sets. To
a a
this end, we will want to prove that player II has a winning
strategy against any A° strategy of player I.
CK
Definition 2.5.2: An ct-system ( for 1 £ a £ io^ ) is a structure
y = (U,L,P,E,<£ > ) for which (U,L,P,E) is an r.e. scheme, each
V V«x.
£ is, uniformly in ^ < a, an r.e. binary relation on L, and the
following conditions are satisfied.
(1) Each £ is reflexive and transitive.
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(2) If y < (3 < a and I £,_ m, then 1 £ m.13 y
(3) If I £ m then E(l) £ E(m).
o
(4) If (u ,1 ,...u ,1 ,u ) 6 P, if 0 s y <„.< 3- < y < a
00 nnn+l k 2 1
and if I = m £ m £ ... £ m then there exists I for
n i y 2 y y k n+i
l 2 k-i
which (u ,1 ,...u ,1 ,u ,1 ) e P and m £ I for each
0 0 n n n+1 n+1 i y n+1
i
i = l,2,...,k.
The sets E(l) will represent the finite portion of the
positive open diagram of the structure we will be building that is
enumerated by the time the game reaches the node with label I. So
E(s) = U E(l ) represents the complete enumeration of the
n n
positive open diagram. A conservative run thus amounts to the
construction of an r.e. structure.
The condition (4) is the crucial condition which provides the
winning strategy for player II. The construction amounts to an
a-level injury priority argument. The A° oracle represents the
information provided by an iterated limit of recursive functions.
Since the enumerated positive open diagram is to be r.e., once a
formula is enumerated it cannot be changed. Condition (4) allows
the construction the necessary flexibility to adapt to the
changing information 'provided by the oracle'.
Theorem 2.5.3: [Ash] Every A° input for an oc-system has a
conservative run.
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Proof: See [Al], [A2] and [A4], ■
Ash's a-systems are related to constructions by Julia Knight
in [Knl] and [Kn2].
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§2.6 Main Theorem.
We can now use Theorem 2.5.3 to prove the following.
CK
Theorem 2.6.1: Let 2 £ a < o> , 9 be an r.e. structure and R a new
l
relation on 9 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The positive existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(2) R is a recursive set.
(3) The relations are uniformly r.e. for /3 < a.
P
(4) There is a recursive procedure which finds, given a, some
r e R - Rcl + (a).
a
Then R is not intrinsically Z°+.
Proof: We consider the case where R is a unary relation. The
general case may be proved from this by considering a suitable
product structure, obtained effectively from the given structure,
on which the relation corresponding to R is unary.
We want to construct an r.e. structure isomorphic to 9 in
which the relation corresponding to R is not a set.
So take as the domain of our new structure 33, a fixed
infinite recursive set B (say B = IN). We will construct an
isomorphism / : B = 3 as the union of a chain of finite partial
functions defined on subsets of B.
Let fa }, {b } be fixed r.e. enumerations of dom 9 and B.
i i
We will decide sentences in the (atomic) diagram of 33 in the
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course of the construction. To ensure that £> is an r.e. structure,
these sentences will not be changed once decided. We suppose we
have a fixed enumeration of the diagram of 91.
To ensure that / VR) is not a set, we want to satisfy the
requirements
Req : f~l(R) * IV
e e,a
where | a | „ = a, so W is the eth Z° set.
C e,a OC
The idea of the construction is to choose for each e a
suitable witness r e R - Rcl^(a) for Req , where a represents the
image of the part of the construction with higher priority.
We choose m e B and plan to map m to r as long as m is not
enumerated in the eth E° set. If m is enumerated into this set
a
then we will be able to switch to mapping m to some element of 21
not in R without having to change the previously enumerated
portion of the diagram of SB. (This will be possible because of our
choice of r not in Rcl +(a).)
<x
We construct an a-system to carry out the construction
relative to a A° oracle,
a
Let U = {0,1}. The intention is that u =2 (respectively 0)
i +1
should mean, on the true path of the construction, that m is
(respectively, is not) enumerated in the eth set by stage s,
where i = <m,e,s>.
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Let L be the set of finite sequences of the form
(fo' V"" fh' V D)
where for each i, /. is a finite one-one partial function from B
to 21, f £ f x € {*} \j R - Rcl+( ran(f ) ),
l i+i i a i
x ,a e {*} u ran(f ) and b e dom(f ). Also x * *, and D is
i i i+l i i+l h
(the set of Godel numbers of) a finite set of atomic sentences
<p(b) of L(B) for which b e dom(f ) and 9 (= <p(f (b)).h ' h
Let P be the set of finite sequences (u , I , u , I ,...)
0 0 11
where I = (f , x , x , D) such that, for each i,
1 01 Oi h i h 1 1
i i
(i) D £ D
i 1+1
(ii) D. contains each atomic sentence <p(b) of L(B) for which
<p(f (b)) has appeared in the first i stages of the enumeration
h i
i
of the diagram of 21.
(iii) If u = 1, e < h and f (m) = x
1+1 1 (e+l)l ei
where i = <m,e,s>, then
I - (f ,x ,*,/ ,x ,D )
1+1 0(1+1) 0(1+1) e(i+l) (e+l)(i+l) (e+l)(l+l) i+l
where f = f and x = x for j i e, and
jU+i) ji j(i+l) ji J
f (m) £ R.
(e+l)(i+l)
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(iv) Otherwise (i.e. if u = 0 or f (m) * x )
i+l (e+l)i ei
i = (f ,X ,X ,
1+1 0(1+1) 0(1+1) h_(1+1) h ( 1 +1 )
/ ,-X ,D )
(h +1X1+1) (h +1X1+1) 1+1
1 1
where f = f and x = x for / < h .
j(i+D ji j(i+i) ji J i
If I = (f , x f , x , D) we define E(l) = D.
0 0 h h
If V = (f, x'f, x', D') we define I c j' iff DSD' and
0 0 h h ^
Note that in the situation in (iv) I extends I ; in (iii)
i+i i
I discards some of the functions in I but retains those
i+l i
corresponding to higher priority requirements than the Req being"
e
attended to. The * here is intended to show that Req has been
e
definitely satisfied (unless subsequently injured by a higher
priority requirement), as m has been enumerated into W but we
e,a
have arranged that its image is not in R.
Lemma 2.6.2: This forms an oc-system.
Proof: L is r.e. because of conditions (1) and (4). P is r.e.
because we can effectively check whether two finite partial
functions are the same and we can effectively check whether x <t R
by condition (2).
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(1) and (2) of Definition 2.5.2 are immediate from the definitions
and Corollary 2.3.5. (3) is immediate from the definitions, so it
remains to check (4) of Definition 2.5.2.
To establish this, suppose that (u ,1 ,1 ,u ) e P,
0 0 n n n+1
a > £ > £ >...> f i 0 and I = m £_ m £_ ...£_ m where
12 k n 1 fc 2 fc £ k
n 2 k-1
I = (f , x f , x , D ) and m = (..., f , x\, D\).
n On On hnhnn j j J J
n n
Then we have by definition
f = f A f A ...zl f and D'c D'Z...Q D'.hn l? 2p C k 1 2 k
n 1 k
Let <p(b) be the conjunction of the sentences of D'. Then, since
k
m e L, 21 (= (p(f'(b)). So, by Lemma 2.3.9, there exists g 2 /' such
k 1 k 1
that 9 f= <p(g(b)) and f z* g for each j = 1,2,1 J £.
j
In the case where u = 0 or / (m) * x , we may take
n+l (e+l)n en
the required I to be (f , x f , x , g', x', D')
n+l On On h n h n
n n
where g' 2 g and D' 2 D' are chosen to satisfy the definitions of
L and P, and x' e R - ran(g') ).
In the other case, where u =2, i = <m,e,s>, e < h and
i+l i
f, x (m) = x , we have g 2 / 2 f .(e+l)i ei h n en
n
Let ran(g) = a,x ,b where ran(f ) = a. Now x e R - Rcl +(a), so
en en en CC
there are x' and b' with a,x ,b A a,x',b', 9 1= (p(a,x',b') and
en
x' R.
Define g' : dom(g) > 9 by g'° g Va,x ,b) = a,x',b\
en
Now choose g" 2 g' and D' 2 D^ to satisfy the definitions of L and
P, and x" € R - Rcl + (ran(g")).
ct
Then we may take the required I
^ to be
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(f- > x , *, g", x", D').
On On en
Thus we have defined an a-system. □
Now there is a A° function p' with p'(i) = 1 (respectively 0)
iff m is (respectively, is not) enumerated in the eth set by
stage s, where i = <m,e,s>. So consider the input (0,l,p) where
2 = (0, x, 0), x e R - Rcl + (0) and p(u ,1 ,1 ) = p'(i).
a 00 i i
By Theorem 2.5.3, this input has a conservative run
In this conservative run, let i = (f , x f , x , D).
i Oi Oi hi hi
i i
Lemma 2.6.3: For each n, lim f = f and lim x = x exist,
i ni n i ni n
and the / form a chain.
n
Proof: By induction on n. From the definition of P we see that
f = f for each i. Also / = f and x = x
01 OU+l) 11 1(1+1) Oi 0(i+l)
unless u = 1, i = <m,e,s>, e = 0 and / (m) = x for some i. In
i+l li Oi
this case x = *, and neither it nor / ever changes
0(i+l) lU+l) &
again.
The inductive step is the same. Assume that we have reached a
stage j by which all the x , f x , f have reached
Oj lj (n-l)j nj
their limiting values and do not hereafter change. Then
/ = / and x = x for all i £ j unless
(n+l)i (n+l)(i+l) ni n(i+l) J
u =2, i = <m,e,s>, e = n and f (m) = x for some i £ j.
i+l (n+l)i ni
In this case x = *, and neither it nor f ever
n(i+l) (n+l)(i+l)
changes again.
The f form a chain because the / form a chain for each i. □
n n i
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Lemma 2.6.4: Each requirement Req is satisfied and / = U / is
e n n
an isomorphism from B to 9.
Proof: If x = *, then for some m we have f(m) = f (m) <£ R, but
e e+1
m e W .On the other hand, if x * *, then for some m we have
e,a e
f(m) = f (m) = x <= R but m <£ W .
e+l e e,a
Since f is the union of a chain of one-one functions it is
also one-one, and the construction ensures that each member of B
and dom 9 is used in the definition of f.
The finite sets of atomic sentences of L(B) form a chain
whose union is the diagram of the desired r.e. structure 33. The
construction guarantees that each / is a finite partial
n
isomorphism from 33 to 9, so f is an isomorphism. □
Thus we have constructed an r.e. structure SB = 9 and an
isomorphism f for which / i(R) is not a set. So R is not
intrinsically E°+ on 9. ■
We can combine this with Propositions 2.2.5 and 2.4.5 to
yield:
CK
Theorem 2.6.5: Let 2 £ a < w , 9 be an r.e. structure and R a new
l
relation on 9 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The positive existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(2) R is a recursive set.
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(3) The relations s are uniformly r.e. for /3 < a.
(4) There is a recursive procedure which determines for each
x and a whether x e Rcl+(a).
a
Then R is intrinsically £°+ iff it is formally Z° + .
Proof: By Proposition 2.2.5, R is intrinsically £°+ if it is
formally Z° + , so suppose R is not formally £° + . Then by
Proposition 2.4.5, for every a e Si, there is r e R - Rcl^(a). We
can use the procedure in condition (4) and the fact that R is
recursive to effectively find such an r, as required by condition
(4) of Theorem 2.6.1. Then we may apply the theorem to conclude
that R is not intrinsically E°+ on Si. ■
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§2.7 Extensions.
We may prove the corresponding result to Theorem 2.6.1 for
recursive structures from that theorem as follows.
CK
Theorem 2.7.1: Let 2 ^ a < u ,9 be a recursive structure and R a
l
new relation on 9 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(2) R is a recursive set.
(3) The relations ^ are uniformly r.e. for /3 < a.
P
(4) There is a recursive procedure which finds, given a, some
r € R - Rcl (a).
a
Then R is not intrinsically
Proof: The recursive structure 9 = (A,<R > ) corresponds to an
i i€I
r.e. structure 9' = (A,<R> ,<R > ). Each Zn formula of L(Si)
i i€I i i€I /3
corresponds to an equivalent Z* formula of L(Sl') by replacing
P
appropriate occurrences of the symbols -iR_ and P. by the new
symbols R and iR respectively. This transformation is reversible
i i
and effective, so that recursive Z formulae correspond to
recursive Z* formulae. Also the finitary quantifier-free and
P
existential formulae of L(Sl) correspond effectively to equivalent
finitary positive and positive existential formulae of L03.')
respectively.
So the conditions (1)—(4) above imply the corresponding
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conditions in Theorem 2.6.1. Thus there is an r.e. structure
53' isomorphic to 9' in which the corresponding relation to R is
not a set. But then the reduct 53 of 53' is an appropriate
recursive structure. ■
Using this we also have the corresponding result to Theorem
2.6.5 for recursive structures.
A generalization of Theorem 2.6.1 that may be proved in
essentially the same way is the following.
CK
Theorem 2.7.2: Let 2 s a < w , 3 be an r.e. structure and <R >
i j j€J
a finite or countable set of new relations on 9 satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) The positive existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(2) Each R is a recursive set, uniformly in j'eJ.
j
(3) The relations are uniformly r.e. for /3 < a.
(4) There is a recursive procedure which finds, given jeJ and
a, some r e R - R cl (a).
1 1 a
Then there is an r.e. structure 53, isomorphic to 9, on which the
image of R. is not , for each jeJ.
Proof: In the construction of Theorem 2.6.1 we satisfy countably
many requirements to ensure that f 1(R) is not a set. Clearly
we can interweave the requirements for each R and satisfy them
j
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all, provided that we are assured that the construction will not
break down. Condition (4) gives us that assurance. ■
As a particular case of this we have
CK
Proposition 2.7.3: Let 2 £ a < , 3 be an r.e. structure and R a
new relation on 9 satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The positive existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(2) R is a recursive set.
(3) The relations are uniformly r.e. for /3 < a.
(4) There is a recursive procedure which finds, given a, some
r e R - Rcl (a) and some r' e R - Rcl (a).
a a
Then there is an r.e. structure 23, isomorphic to 9, on which the
image of R is not E° or 11°. □
a a
Of course, the corresponding results for recursive structures
are also true.
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§2.8 A Related Notion.
A natural class of sets has not been given a name in the
hyperarithmetical hierarchy. For limit ordinals a, let
z° = IL Z°
a |3<a /3
We can give similar results to Theorems 2.6.1 and 2.6.5 involving
this notion, but it is most convenient to use, rather than an




Definition 2.8.1: Let a < w be a limit ordinal and let <a > be a
1 n
recursive increasing sequence of successor ordinals whose supremum
is a.
An <a >-system is a structure if = (U ,L,P,E,<Q > ) for
n J y<a
which (U,L,P,E) is an r.e. scheme, each £ is, uniformly in y < a,
7f
an r.e. binary relation on L, and the following conditions are
satisfied.
(1) Each £ is reflexive and transitive.
r
(2) If y < /3 < a and I £ m, then I £ m.
p If
(3) If 1 £ m then E(l) £ E(m).
0
(4) If (u ,1 ,...u ,1 ,u ) e P, if 0 £ y <...< n < if < a
0 0 n n n+l k 2 1 n
and if I = m £ m £ ... £ m then there exists I for
1 *1 2 *2 Vl '
which (u ,1 ,...u ,1 ,u ,1 ) e P and m £ I for each




(This is the same as the definition of an a-system except
that in condition (4) a is replaced by a .)
n
An <cc >-input for !f is an input (u,l,p) for which each
n
restriction of p to arguments of the form (u ,1 ,...u ,1 ) is A°
0 0 n n OC
n
uniformly in n, and an <a >-index for such a p is a recursive
n
index for a corresponding sequence of A° indices.
n




Proof: See [A4]. □
CK
Theorem 2.8.3: Let a < be a limit ordinal and let <ct > be a
1 n
recursive increasing sequence of successor ordinals whose supremum
is a. Let S3 be an r.e. structure and R a new relation on S3
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The positive existential diagram of S3 is recursive.
(2) R is a recursive set.
(3) The relations £ are uniformly r.e. for /3 < a.
(4) There is a recursive procedure which finds, given a and
n, some r e R - Rcl+ (a).
a
n
Then R is not intrinsically E° + .
Proof: We construct, using an <a >-system, an appropriate r.e.
n
structure £> in which the relation corresponding to R is not a
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set for any /3 < a.
Let U = {0,1}. The intention is that u =2 (respectively 0)
i + i
should mean, on the true path of the construction, that m is
(respectively, is not) in the eth E° set, where i = <e,n> and m
n
is some number determined by I . We will require that n < i so




Let L be the set of quintuples (n,f,x,g,D) where f,g are
finite one-one partial functions from B to S3, / £ g,
x e R - Rcl ( ran(f) ), x.a e ran(g) and b 6 dom(g), and D is
OC n n
n
(the set of Godel numbers of) a finite set of atomic sentences
(p(b) of L(B) for which b e dom(g) and 53 (= <p(g(b)).
Let P be the set of finite sequences (u , I , u , I ,...)M
0 0 11
where I = (i, f , x , g , D ) such that, for each i,
i i i 1 i
(i) D £ D
i 1+1
(ii) D contains each atomic sentence ip(b) of L(B) for which
<p(g (b)) has appeared in the first i stages of the enumeration of
i
the diagram of 9.
(iii) If u = 0, then / = g .
i+l i+l i
(iv) If u =2, then / 2 / and f ° g *(x ) <£ R.
i+l i+l i i+l i 1
If I = (n,f,x,g,D) we define E(l) = D. If I' =
(n',f,x' ,g" ,D') we define I I' iff DSD' and g g'.
Lemma 2.8.4: This forms an <a >-system.
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Proof: This is clear except for condition (4).
To establish this, suppose that (u ,1 ,1 ,u ) e P,
0 0 n n n+1
a > £ > £ >...> £_ 2: 0 and I = m £^ m c ...c m where
n 1 2 k n 1 £ 2 £ £ k
1 2 k-1
I = (n, f , x , g , D ) and m = (rx', f, x', g' , D'). Then we
n n n n n j j j J j j
have by definition
v z i K i K and d;s-£ Dk-
1 2 k
Let <p(b) be the conjunction of the sentences of D\ Then, since
m e L, 9 (= ip(g'(b)). So, by Lemma 2.3.9, there exists h 2 g such
k ' k n
that 9 |= cp(h(b)) and g'_ h for each j = 1,2,
j
In the case where u =0, we may take the required I to
n+l n+l
be C n+l, g , x', h', D') where h' 2 h and D' 2 D' are chosen to
n k
satisfy the definitions of L and P, and
x' € R - Rcl+ ( ran(g ) ).
a n
n+ 1
In the other case, where u = 1, let ran(h) = a,x ,b where
1+1 n
ran(f ) = a. Now x e R - Rcl+ (a), so there are x' and b' with
n n 0C
n
a,x ,b a,ic',b', 9 1= <p(a,x',b') and x:' £ R.
n ?i
Define h' : dom(h) > 9 by h'° h 1(a,x ,b) = a,x',b'.
n
Now choose h" 2 h' and D' 2 D' to satisfy the definitions of L and
P, and x" € R - Rcl+ (ran(g )).
a n
n+l
Then we may take the required I to be
( n+l, g , x", h", D').
n
Thus we have defined an <pcVsystem. □
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Now there are, uniformly in n, A° functions p with
n
p (m) = 1 (respectively 0) if m is (respectively, is not) in the
n
eth S° set, where n = <e,n'>. (Note that n' < n.)
n'
So consider the input (0,L,p) where I = (0,&,x,f,0), x e R, x e
ran(f), and p(u ,1 ,1 ) = p (m) where I = (i,f ,x ,g ,D )
0 0 i i i i i i i i
and m = g\xj.
By Proposition 2.8.2, this input has a conservative A° run
(u ,1 In this run let 1= (i,f ,x ,g ,D ).
0 0 i i i i i
From the construction we see that {f } form a chain, and
i
f = U/ ; 23 = H, where 18 is the r.e. structure whose diagram UD
i i
is enumerated in the course of the construction.
Also we see that at the nth level in this chain we have
ensured that f 1(R) is not the eth Z° set, where n = <e,n'>.
a
n *
Since lim a = a, this shows that f 1(R) is not a S° set. ■
n a
C K
Theorem 2.8.5: Let a < w be a limit ordinal and let <ot > be a
1 n
recursive increasing sequence of successor ordinals whose supremum
is <x. Let 9 be an r.e. structure and R a new relation on 9
satisfying the following conditions:
(1) The positive existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(2) R is a recursive set.
(3) The relations i are uniformly r.e. for |3 < a.
P
(4) There is a recursive procedure which determines for each
x, n and a whether x e Rcl+ (a).
a
n
Then R is intrinsically Z°+ iff it is intrinsically E°+ for some
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13 < a.
Proof: If R is not intrinsically + it is certainly not
intrinsically E°+ for any 13 < a.
P
Conversely, if R is intrinsically + , then by Theorem 2.8.3
and condition (4), for some a and n we must have R = Rcl^ (a). But
n
then by Propositions 2.4.5 and 2.2.5, R is intrinsically E° + . ■
n
Of course, there are corresponding results for recursive
structures.
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CHAPTER 3. EXAMPLES IN LINEAR ORDERINGS.
§3.1 Recursive Linear Orderings.
We will consider various relations on recursive linear
orderings, 9 = (A,<). Since the order relation is total, a linear
ordering is recursive iff it is r.e. Consequently we consider
recursive linear orderings here.
The isomorphism type of a linear ordering is called its order
type. The order type of the rationals is denoted by tj. The order
type of a recursive well ordering is a constructive ordinal. The
order type of the natural numbers is w, and of the integers,
* *
w + w. If <p is any linear ordering then <p denotes the reverse
linear ordering.
We will abuse notation by referring to order types rather
than specific linear orderings, as the order types provide more
convenient names. Of course the properties we are interested in
depend only on the order types involved. In the case of well
orderings we will use ordinals to refer both to intervals and
specific points within intervals (since an ordinal is the set of
its predecessors).
A section in a linear ordering S3 is a set of one of the
following forms, or the corresponding subordering:
{xeA:x<b}, {xeA:a<x<b}, or f x 6 1 : a < x ] for
a,b e A.
Since a s b means that a and b satisfy the same
o
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quantifier-free formulae, this happens exactly when the elements
of a correspond in order to the elements of b. In this case there
is a correspondence between the sections of A determined by a and
by b.
Proposition 3.1.1: For linear orderings A and B, we have
(A,a) £ (B,b) iff (A,a) 2= (B,b) and A' B' for each pair of
a 0 a
corresponding sections.
Proof: By induction, since (A,a) (B,b) iff for all /3 < a and
all d there is c such that (A,a,c) £ (B,b,d). □
P
Thus it suffices to apply the following restatement of the
definition of ^ for order types,
a
Proposition 3.1.2: For a s 2 and order types <p, 1/> we have ■ y a i/>
iff for every (3 < a and every choice of <pQ, ip^..., <Pk for which
<p — ip+l + w+ l +...+ 1 + <p ,t rk>
there exist i/» , i/> ,..., 1// such that
0 1 k
\h — \h+1 + \h+l +...+ 2 + l//f f-k
and i/> <p for each i = 0,1,□
1 p i
Note that <p i// for any order types <p, 1//. Also <p ^ ip iff <p
contains infinitely many points or 1p is finite and <p contains at
least as many points as 1//.
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§3.2 Recursive Well-orderings.
The following classical result is given in [Rs] as Theorem
3.46.
Proposition 3.2.1: (Cantor Normal Form) Every ordinal has a unique
representation as a finite sum
a = £ w^rrip
£ *
where each is a natural number and the powers of w occur in
order of decreasing size. □
£ £Definition 3.2.2: Let ce = £ w and a = £ w m_.
£^r £<r
So a - a + a , where a is the nearest tfth limit point to (the
7f W f
left of) a.
The following result giving conditions for the back and forth
relations for well orderings appeared in [A2], but no proof has
been published, so we give here our own proof. In [A2] the clause
(Ic) was omitted inadvertently.
£ £
Proposition 3.2.3: If a = £ w m,. and |3 = £ w n_ are order types of
recursive well orderings in Cantor Normal form, then:
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(I) a £ (3 iff (a) a = |3, or
27+1
(b) a =(3 ,13 * 0 and a s min { 13 , u?+1}, or
(7) (7) 7 y y
(c) y = 0 and f3 = 0.
(II) a ^ (3 iff (a) a = 13, or
23T+2
(b) a =13 , m in, a * 0 and 13 * 0.
(y) (7) 7 7 7+1 t+1
(III) For limit ordinals y, oc ^ 13 iff (a) a = (3, or
f
(b) a =13 , a * 0 and 13 * 0, or
0r) (r> 7 7
(c) y = 0.
Proof: By induction on y, using Proposition 3.1.2. The base case
(IIIc) holds by definition. The proof is in two parts. In part A,
we show that if a and (3 satisfy the given condition then given any
(3 «*
finite partition of -et we can find a corresponding partition of -ft-
so that the corresponding sections have inductively the right
relationship. Conversely in part B we show that if a and (3 do not
satisfy the condition then we can find a partition of -et- for which
o<
no partition of gives the corresponding sections the right
relationship.
A.
The cases (Ala), (Alia) and (AHIa) are dealt with by observing
that if a = /3, then a s 13 for every 6.
o
w+l
(Alb) Suppose a =13 ,13 * 0 and on ^ min { 13 , w }.
(7) (y) 7 7 7
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Since a = 13 , any point in the interval 13 can be
(y) (y) (y)
mapped to the corresponding point in the interval a(^j-
For each point cr in the interval (3 , introduce another point
y
at cr . These induce finitely many intervals in (3 , each of type
y y
•V <y -y
to ip for some ordinal <p. Since u f) i u 0 for any ordinal 0, by
2y
the induction hypothesis, and since either is at least as large
<v
as (3 or a contains infinitely many intervals of length co , we
X If
"Y
can find appropriate points to map each (r to in a , say o> x.
X If
•V
Then map each cr to lo t + cr . This ensures that all intervals and
(y)
x
tails of length < w correspond to intervals or tails of the same
length.
(Ale) Suppose y = 0 and (3 = 0.
Since we cannot divide f3 at points, a ^ 0 iff 0 a, which is
true.
(Allb) Suppose a =13 , m £ n , a * 0 and /3 * 0. Then
(y) (y) y y y+i y+i
/3 = u?+1(3' + ufn + 13 and
y (y)
X+l X "X
a = o) a.' + w (m -n ) + co n + a
y y y (y)
X
Any point in the final w-y+ can maPPed to the
corresponding point in that tail of a.
^+ 1
For each point cr in the interval co /3introduce another
•v+1
point at cr . These induce finitely many intervals in o) (3', each
X
y ^ ~ "Y+l
of type w f for someAordinal <p. Map the k cr^ to w k in w a'.
*y+l 7f+l
Then the final interval in w /3', of type w 0, corresponds to
*y + 1
an interval of type w a' + u> (m -n ). This is appropriate since,
y y
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by the induction hypothesis,
w^<p s and w^+10 s a>^+1a' + w^Cm -n ,).
2y+i 2y+i y y
th T
Then map each cr associated with the k cr to co k + cr
y (y)
(AHIb) Suppose a = f$ , a * 0 and (3 * 0.
(y) (y) y y
Then we see that, by the induction hypothesis, for each 5 < y,
a s 13. So, for any subdivision of (3, we can find a subdivision
of a in the _ relation with it.
26+1
B.
(I) Suppose a * |3 and
•v+i
a * /3 or/3 = 0 or ( a </3 and a < « ) and
(y) (y) y y y y
y * 0 or /3 * 0.
We deal with the various possibilities case by case.
(Bla) Suppose a * 13
<y) (y)
If y is a limit ordinal this implies not as 13, so not as /3.K
y y+i
If y = 5+1, we have a{5) * |3(g) or mg * n§.
If a „ * /3 „ or < n„, we have not a s _ 13.(5) 1 (5) 5 6 26+2
So suppose < m_.
o o
We have /3 = /3„ + w n„ + /3 „ and a = a_ + w + a „ .5+1 5 (5) 5+1 5 (5)
Choose points at f3_ and /3_ . By induction we must map /3„ to a..
o o+l o o
If we map /3_. to any point less than oc^ + to (m-n-J we have the
0+1 0+1 o o
interval u> n„ corresponding to one of length £ u (n+1), which
o o
does not satisfy the inductive requirement in (II) for -2g+2-
So we can only map /3„ to some point ^ a„ + w Cm-n ). But then6+1 6+1 o o
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the interval (3^ ^ corresponds to some interval a ct^ w (m^-n^),
which again fails to satisfy the inductive requirement.
(Bib) Suppose y * 0, ot = (3 , /3 = 0 and a * 0.
(.y) (y) y y
Then 13 = 13 and a = a + a
(y) K W
But, by (II) or (III), not |3 ^ a + a .
(y) 2y y (y)
(BIc) Suppose a =|3 ,13 * 0, a < (3 and a < u?+1.FF
(y) iy) ' y y y y
K K
Then a = to m + a and 13 = to (m+l+Q) + 13 for some ordinal 0.
(y) W
<y -v 'y
Choose points in (3 at w , w 2 to (m+1). Then whatever points
'X
we choose in a, we must have an interval of length to
■V
corresponding to one of length < to , which contradicts the
inductive requirement of (II) or (III).
(II) Suppose a * /3 and
a *13 or m < n or a = 0 or /3 = 0.
(y) (y) y y y+i y+i
(Blla) Suppose a * 13FF
(y) 1 (y)
Then by (I) not ot s |3.
2y+i
(Bllb) Suppose a =13 and m < n .
(y) (.y) y y
Then ot = ot + to^m + a and 13 = 13 + u?(m+l+k) + (3 for some
y+i (y) y+\ ly)
k.
X X
Choose points in 13 at 13 , 13 + to , 13 + to 2,...,
y+i y+i y+i
"V
13 + to (m+k), and (3 . By induction (3 must map to oc .
X X X
■V




corresponds to an interval of length < w , contradicting (I).
Note that if ? = 0, it is not possible to map /3 to a point s c^.
<Y
If we map /3^ ^ to a point < ^ then an interval of length w
*y+i
corresponds to an interval of length s w , contradicting (I).
(BIIc) Suppose a = 13 , m ^ n , a =0 and |3 * 0.FF
(?) car) y y ?+i ?+i
Then 13 = 13 + u?n + 13 and a = u?m + a
y+i y (?) y (?)
Choose points in
j at J*(m+1). Then an interval of
length w must correspond to an interval of length < w ,
contradicting (I).
(Blld) Suppose a = /3 , m > n , 13 = 0 and (a * 0 orFF
(?) ' (?) y y y+i ?+i
m > n ).
? ?
Then 13 = u?n + 13 and a = u?(n +1+6) + a for some ordinal 0.
y (?) ? (?)
From (I) we have not 13 £ a.
2?+l
(III) Suppose a * /3 and
a * 13 or a = 0 or 13 = 0.
(?) (?) ? ?
(BHIa) Suppose a * |3FF
(?) (?)
Then for some S<?, a„^/3„,so not a. ^ ~ 13.0 (5) ' (5) 25+2
(BHIb) Suppose a = /3 , oc = 0 and |3 * 0
(?) (?) ? ?
or a =13 , a *■ 0 and 13 = 0.
(?) (?) ? ?
Then for some 5 < ?, a_. = 0 (respectively /3„ = 0) while /3- *■ 0
o o o
(respectively * 0). So not a s (3.
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This completes all the cases of the induction. □
From this result we see that for the relations {^ } to be
K tf«x
uniformly recursive in a well ordering it suffices that we be able
to identify the Cantor Normal form of any point in the ordering,
for then we can calculate how big the interval between two points
is.
So given a notation for a constructive ordinal ^ = \x\^,
define a Cantor notation as follows.
Definition 3.2.4: Suppose m e IN, a e 0 and a <_ a x for
i i i+l 0 i 0
each i.
I a I
Then <a , m , m > is a Cantor notation for £ w \ m .
1 1 k k i i
Proposition 3.2.5: For any constructive ordinals cr.oc there is a
recursive linear ordering of order type cr for which the relations
{£ } are uniformly recursive and the existential diagram is
? a
recursive.
Proof: Take an appropriate set of Cantor notations ordered in the
natural way. □




Proposition 3.2.6: In any recursive well ordering (cr,<) the set of
ath limit points, L^, is formally 11°^. If is infinite, then it
is not formally E° .
2a
Proof: We have the following II formulae
x e L < > Vy 3z f y < x —> y < z < x ]
x e L < > Vy 3z [(y < x & y e L ) —>(y<z<x&.zeL)]
*y+l If
x e L < > AA [ x e L ] if y = lim y .
y n y n
n
If L is infinite then cr ^ wa+1. Let R = L . Given a, we want to
a a
find r e R - Rcl .
a
. , r , a+i , aLet r = max {a ; a e a and a < w / + w .
i i i
Now suppose that b and 2/3+2 < a are given. Let r' = r + to and
, , . b +<J* if r ^ b < r+w'3+1b = 2 i iH b otherwise
i
oc oc 3
Then, since w ^ _ u + u and no other interval changes size in
2/3 + 1
the correspondence, we have a,r,b
^ a,r',b'. So r e R -
We may apply Theorem 2.7.1, to conclude:
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Proposition 3.2.7: Let a > 0 and cr £ wa+1 be constructive
ordinals. Then there is a recursive well ordering of order type cr
in which the set of ath limit points is not a Z° set.
2a
Proof: By Proposition 3.2.5, conditions (1), (2) and (3) of
Theorem 2.7.1 are satisfied. By the proof of Proposition 3.2.6,
condition (4) is satisfied. o
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§3.3 Some Other Recursive Linear Orderings.
Any interval in a recursive well ordering is intrinsically
recursive as it is defined by a quantifier-free formula involving
two parameters. Thus x e S < » a ^ x < b, where a is the least
element of S and b is the least element of { y : Vx e S (x < y) }.
(Or x e S < » a s x. ) This may not be the case in other linear
orderings, where not every interval is actually a section.
For example there is a theorem of Tennenbaum ([Rs ], Theorem
16.54) which proves the existence of a recursive linear ordering
*
of order type to + to in which there is no infinite r.e. ascending
or descending sequence. This implies the following.
Proposition 3.3.1: The set L = {x : VV \/z not (z < z <...< z < x)}v
k 1 2 k
* 0
in a recursive linear ordering of type to + to is intrinsically
but not intrinsically or 11°.
Proof: The above formula shows that L is formally £°. Since the
complement of L has a similar definition, L is also formally
TT°. Tennenbaum's theorem provides a recursive linear ordering in
which L is neither r.e. nor co-r.e. □
ct cc *
If we consider linear orderings of type to + (to ) , we might
initially think of generalizing the definition of L above thus.
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Proposition 3.3.2: Define the formulae <p as follows:
V
<p (x,y) < > w Vz not (x = z < z <...< z = y)
1 k 1 2 k
cp (x,y) < > VV \/z (x = z < z <...< z = y) V <p (z ,z )
fr+1 k 12 k 1 y i i+l
<p Oc,y,) < > VV ip (x,y) for limit ordinals y.
^ P < ^ p
Then in any linear ordering Oc,y.) implies that there is no
If
'V
suborder of type w in the interval fx,yT Furthermore the
converse is true in a well ordering.
Proof: By induction on y. □
So in S3 = f wa+ (u)a) , < ), the 'left half' L is formally
and by symmetry formally 11°^. This suggests that we might try to
show that L is, for example, not formally for any (3 < 2a.
A quick analysis of the back and forth relations in this case
shows that we cannot have thought carefully enough about how to
define L:
Proposition 3.3.3: If a, /3 are ordinals then
* *
(i) not a ^ /3 unless a = (3 ;
* ¥
(ii) not a £ /3 + |3 unless a = (3 + |3 .
Proof: (i) If a is finite, a s f3 iff a = (3.
(ii) If a is finite, a £ |3 + |3 iff a = (3 + (3 .
So in both cases suppose a = wa'+ k where k is finite. Choose the
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last k+1 points in /3 . (If this is not possible we are finished
because a finite interval is not ^ an infinite interval.) Then
1
one of the empty intervals so formed must correspond to an
infinite interval in a, which is not possible under the s
relation. □
In fact, L has a Z definition in any S3 =
3
2 2 *
( w 9 + (u) 9) , < ), where 0 is a constructive ordinal,
x is in L iff for some k, x is k points to the right of a left
limit point.
Proposition 3.3.4: In a recursive linear ordering S3 =
2 2 * 2
( u> Q + (o) 9) ,< ) the set L consisting of the initial w 9 is
formally A° but not formally Z° or 11°.
3 2 2
Proof: We have the Z definition
3
x e L < > w 3y Vz 3w [ y < y <...< y = x &
k 1 J2 k
A not (y < z < y ) & (z < y ) —> (z < w < y ) ]
i<k i i+1 1 1
Since the complement of L has a similar definition, L is also
formally n°. We will show that I is not formally
Suppose a is given. Let = max { a e a : a e L }.
Choose r = a + w. Then, given b, let b = min {be a,b : b <£ L }
L R
and let b be those points in b which are in L but to the right of
m
r. Then map b in order preserving fashion to the points
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immediately to the left of bR and let r' be the point immediately
to the left of them. Leave the rest of the b unchanged.
Then all intervals have been compressed except for the one
with upper limit r. It is of type w, which is £^ any linear
ordering.
So a,r,b ^ a,r',b' and so r 6 R - Rcl (a).
1 2
Similarly by symmetry L is not formally 11°. □
In order to find situations where the <p formulae from
K
Proposition 3.3.2 are appropriate, we consider linear orderings of
P P * P *
type o) (l+~n), u) (1+to ) and u> (1+u +io).
The following is quite similar to Proposition 3.2.3 above.
£ £
Proposition 3.3.5: If a = E w m,_ and (3 = E w are order types of
5 5 5 5
recursive well orderings in Cantor Normal form and a.,/3 s then:
(I) uP(1+ri) + a £ 13 iff
2^+1
(a) a - 13 , and 13 *0 or
(y) (y) y
(b) y = 0 and (3 = 0.
(II) uP(1+t\) + a. £ 13 iff a =13 , m s n and 13 * 0.
2y+z (.y) ' cy) y y y+i
(III) For limit ordinals y, uP(l+~r\) + a £ |3 iff
(a) a =13 and (3 * 0, or
(y) (y) y
(c) y = 0.
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(IV) /3 ^ uP(l+i)) + a iff a =13 , and |3 * 0.
2y+i (y) (y) y+i
(V) |3 ^ uP(l+y\) + a iff a = /3 , m ^ n and (3 * 0.
2y+2 (y) (y) y y y+i
(VI) For limit ordinals y, /3 ^ up(1+ti) + a iff
(a) a, = fi, and £ * 0, or(y) (y) y
(c) y = 0.
Proof: By induction on y, in two parts.
A.
(AI) Suppose a = (3 , and /3 *■0.
("y) (^) ^
For each point in /3 , o\ introduce cr . These induce finitely many
IP If
intervals of type iPQ (0 * 0). Since cpG ^ uP(l+r\) + u?<p for any
2y
ordinal <p, by (V) or (VI), these points can be matched.
(All) Suppose a = 13 , m ^ n and |3 * 0.
(y) (y) y y y+i
■V
Map points in wn^+ to the corresponding positions at the end
of a. Map each point in 13
^ to the corresponding point in the
initial uP. Since by (IV), uP+1Q ^ uP(l+r\) + u?(p, all theJ
2y+i
intervals match appropriately.
(AIII) and (AVI) Suppose a =13 and 13 * 0.
(y) (y) y
Then we have uP(1+-t)) + a 13, for each 5 < y.
o
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(AIV) Suppose a = |3 , and |3 *0.
(y) (y) y+i
Map any points in the final a to the corresponding point in
(y)
f:3 . For each other point cr, find the next yth limit point to its
left, cr'. These induce finitely many intervals of type
cP(1+7)) + c/e or cpQ. Since uP(1+7)) + uPo ^ oP<p for any ordinal
2y
ip, these cr' can be mapped to yth limit points in (3
y +1
(AV) Suppose a = 13 , m ^ n and (3 * 0.
(y) (y) y y y+i
"V
Points in the final w m^+ a can be mapped to the corresponding
points at the end of j3. For other points cr, as before find the




(I) Suppose a *6 or 13 = 0 andFF
(y) (y) y
y * o or (3 * o.
(Bla) Suppose a * 13FF
<y) ' (y)
If y is a limit ordinal this implies not uP(l+7)) + cc s /3.
IP
If y = 6+2, we have a _ ^ |3 ? or * n^.
(o) (o) o o
If ex * |3 _ or m. < n., we have not uP(1+7)) + a £ (3.
(o) (o) o o 2o+2
So suppose n„ < m„.
o o
6 6
We have S = B„ + wn„ + S_. and a = a„ + w + a _ .
5+1 5 (5) 5+1 5 (5)
Choose points at /3„ and |3_. . By induction we must map /3 to a .
o o+l o o
If we map /3- to any point less than a„ + w (m-n„) we have the5+1 5+1 5 5
6 6
interval w n„ corresponding to one of length ^ w (n +1), which
o o
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does not satisfy the requirement in (II) of Proposition 3.2.3 for
<
26+2'
So we can only map (3„ to some point £ a„ + w (m-n_J. But then
o+l o+l o o
the interval |3_. corresponds to some interval £
0+1
op(1+ri) + a„ + ui^(m-n„), which fails to satisfy the inductive
O+l o o
requirement in (V).
(Bib) Suppose 9T * 0, oc = |3 and 8 = 0.
\<]) \Q) 0
Then |3 = (3 . But, by (V) or (VI),
cy)
not 13 £ oP(1+T]) + a + oc
(y) 2y y (y)
(II) Suppose a * 13 or m < n or 13 = 0.
<y> w y y y+i
(Blla) Suppose a * 13
(y) (y)
Then by (I) not oP(l+r\) + a £ 13.
2y+l
(Bllb) Suppose a =13 and m < n .
(y) (y) y y
■V *Y
Then a = cc + co m + cc and 13 = 13 + w (m+l+k) + (3 for some
y+i (y) y+i (y)
k.
Choose points in /3 at |3 , /3 + 0?, (3 + 0?2^
y+i y+i y+i
*Y
13 + co (m+k), and 13 . By induction 6 must map to oc .
y+i y y y
"V
If we map 13 to a point ^ a , then some interval of length w
y+i y+i
corresponds to an interval of length < u> , contradicting (I) in
Proposition 3.2.3.
Note that if y = 0, it is not possible to map 8 to a point £ o^.




corresponds to an interval of length £ w , contradicting (I) in
Proposition 3.2.3 or (IV).
(BIIc) Suppose a = |3 , m ^ n and 13 = 0. From (IV) we
(7> (7) 7 7 7+1
have not /3 ^ u^(l+n) + a.
27+1
(III) Suppose a * f3 or (3=0.
(71 (7) 7
(Bllla) Suppose a * 13
(7) (7)
Then for some 5 < oc * /3 so not uP(1+1]) + oc £ (3.
(o) (o) 2o+2
(Blllb) Suppose a = |3 and (3 =0.
(^) (^) ^
Then for some 5 < 7, |3_ = 0. So not uP(l+r\) + oc £ 13.
o 2o+2
(IV) Suppose a * /3 or /3 =0.
(7) <7) 7+1
(BlVa) Suppose a * /3
(7) (7)
If j1 is a limit ordinal this implies not (3 ^ uP(1+t)) + oc.
TP
If ^ = 5+1, we have a* * 13 „ or m_ * n^..
(o) (o) o o
If oc 5s /3 _ or m. > n,, we have not (3 £ oP(1+t\) + oc.
(o) (o) o o 20+2
So suppose n„ > m„.
o o
We have S = /3„ + w n. + (3 „ and a = ct„ + w m_ + a „ .5+1 5 (5) 5+1 5 (5)
Choose points at cc_ and oc_. . By induction we must map a„ to |3_..
o o+l o o
If we map oc^ ^ to any point less than /3^ w we have the
interval co corresponding to one of length ^ w (m^+1), which5 o




So we can only map a_ to some point £ /3„ + to (n-m~). But then
o+i o+i o o
the interval uP(1+v) + ot^ ^ corresponds to some interval s
/3^+i+ to (n^-m.^), which fails to satisfy the inductive requirement
in (II).
(BlVb) Suppose ot = |3 and £ = 0.
(*) (20 7+1
Then 13 = to n + (3 . Choose n +1 initial points of different
7 (7) Z
copies of 0) . Then at least one of the intervals so formed will
•V
have to be mapped to an interval of length < to . But, by (II) or
(III), not uP(1+-q) s 0 if 0 is of length < u?.
2Z
(V) Suppose a * 13 or m > n or 13 = 0.
(20 (20 z 7 7+ i
(BVa) Suppose ot * 13FF
(2") (2-)
Then by (IV) not 13 s uP(l+T)) + ot.
2Z+1
(BVb) Suppose a =13 and m > n .
(20 (20 Z Z
-V -V
Then 13 = (3 + to n + 13 and a = ot + to (n+l+k) + a for some
7+l (20 7+1 (7>
k.
•V *Y
Choose points in ot at ot , ot + to , a + to 2,...,
7+1 7+1 7+1
<Y
a + to (m+k), and a . By induction a must map to |3 .
7+1 7 7 7
•V
If we map a to a point R then some interval of length to
7+1 7+1
corresponds to an interval of length < to , contradicting (I) in
Proposition 3.2.3.
"Y




corresponds to an interval of length £ o) , contradicting (I) in
Proposition 3.2.3.
(BVc) Suppose a = 13 , m ^ n and /3 = 0.
w (y> n r y+i
■Y
Then |3 = w n + |3 . Choose n +2 initial points of different
y (*) 7
copies of oP. Then at least one of the intervals so formed will
have to be mapped to an interval of length < o) . But, by (I),
not oP(1+t)) ^ 0 if 0 is of length < uP.
2^+1
(VI) Same as (III). □
P P *
The same result is true with w' (l+r\) replaced by o) (1+co ) or
P *
by o) (l+o) +o)) with virtually the same proof.
Thus we have the following:
Proposition 3.3.6: Let a > 0 be a constructive ordinal and let 9
<X oc *
be a recursive linear ordering of type w (1+1]), o) (1+w ) or
OC * oc
0) (1+0) +0)). Then if L is the set consisting of the left-most o) , L
is formally S° but not formally 11° .
2a 2a
Proof: Taking a to be the initial element of A, we have from
Proposition 3.3.2
x e L < > <p (a,x).
2a
So L is formally Z° . Now consider R = A - L.
2a
OC
Given a, let aR be the initial element of the o) containing
OC
min { a e a ; a e R }. Choose a copy of o in R to the left of aR
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and let r be its initial point.
Now given b and /3 < a, let
b = { b € a,b : b e L } and b = max b
o L o
b^ = {beb:beR&b<r}
b = f b € b : r s b < a } and b = max b
2 R R 2
and b = { b e a,b : a i b ],
3 R
In our mapping a,r,b i—> a,r',b' we will hold bQ and b^ fixed,
thus fixing a.
oc
Add to the b^ the initial element of each copy of w in which
some element of b^ appears, forming c = c^ say in
sequential order. Map c into L using the following rule:
c' = b + up
1 L
c' = c' + 0 where 0 is the interval [c , c ) if this is
i+l 1 i 1+1
an ordinal less than w* and 0 = J3 otherwise.
Then map r to r' = + a/*, and for b e b^ let b' = r'+ 0
where 0 is the interval [r, b).
Then we may check that a,r,b s
^ a,r',b' as follows.
OC oc *
The interval (b ,c ) is w (l+t\) [or w (1+co )], which is i .
L 1 2/3+1
uP = the interval (b^,c'^).
Each interval (c ,c ) is either equal to (c',c' ) or
i i+i i i+i
oc oc 13




The interval (c ,r) is w (l+i\) [or w (1+m)], which is ^ n
k 2/3+1
up = the interval (c',r').
k
The intervals (r,b) and (r',b') are equal for b e b .
OC oc
And the interval (b ,a ) is w (1+y) [or w (1+m)], which is
R R
^
_ uPtt+i}) [or uPtt+u ,)] which is (b',a ).
2/3+1 R R
Since r' e L, this shows that r e R - Rcl (a). o
a
Applying Theorem 2.7.1, we may conclude:
Proposition 3.3.7: Let a > 0 be a constructive ordinal. Then there
OC oc *
are recursive linear orderings of order type u (l+r\), w (1+to ) and
OC * ct
w (1+u) +u) in which the set consisting of the leftmost u) is not
TT° .
20L
Proof: By Proposition 3.3.5, conditions (1), (2) and (3) of
Theorem 2.7.1 are satisfied. By the proof of Proposition 3.3.6,
condition (4) is satisfied. □
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CHAPTER 4. REDUCED ABELIAN P-GROUPS.
§4.1 Recursive Reduced Abelian P-Groups.
A reduced abelian p-group is an abelian group in which the
order of each element is a power of the given prime p and which
contains no divisible subgroup. That is, there is no infinite
sequence of distinct elements y >y .••• such that py_ ^y.- For a
recursive reduced abelian p-group, the group operation (addition)
must be a recursive function on a recursive set of group elements.
This ensures that inverses are recursive, as -x = (pn-l)x if
pnx = 0.
Note that as we are dealing with operations rather than
relations here, a group is recursive iff it is r.e. Consequently
we consider recursive groups.
Our basic reference for infinite abelian group theory is
Kaplansky [Ka].
For a reduced abelian p-group G, define G^ as follows:
G = G, G = pG , and for limit ordinals a, G = J) G0.
o a+i a a /3<a |3
Let P = { x e G : px=0 }, and for any subgroup S ^ G, let
S = S n G and S = S n p :G
oc a a a a+2
The height of an element x * 0, h(x), is defined to be the
unique a for which x e G and x <t G . Conventionally h(0) = oo,
a a+i
where oo is greater than any a. The length of G, MG), is the
smallest a for which G = {0}.
a
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We have the following inequalities concerning height:
(a) If h(x) < h(y), then h(x+y) = h(x).
(b) If h(x) = h(y), then h(x+y) £ h(x).
(c) If p \ r, then h(rx) = h(x).
(d) If x * 0, then h(px) > h(x).
If S is any subgroup of G and x e G, we say x is proper with
respect to S if h(x) == h(x+s) for every s e S; that is, if x has
maximal height in its coset mod S. This implies that in these
circumstances h(x+s) is actually equal to min {h(x), h(s)}.
The Ulm invariants of G are defined as
U (G) = dim (P /P )
a a a+i
where the quotient group P^/P^ ^ is regarded as a vector space
over 2 .
p
A celebrated result in abelian group theory is
Theorem 4.1: (Ulm's Theorem) Two countable reduced abelian
p-groups are isomorphic iff they have the same Ulm invariants.
Proof: See [Ka].
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§4.2 Back and Forth Relations.
The result of this section is in some sense a generalization
of Ulm's Theorem, and uses a construction similar to but more
complicated than that of the proof given in Kaplansky [Ka], It
bears some similarity to the result in [BwE], but differs in that
there formulae are ranked by quantifier rank rather than by
position in our hyperarithmetical hierarchy, and the interest is
in when two groups satisfy the same formulae of a given quantifier
rank. By contrast, our back and forth relations are not symmetric.
We require the following result from [Ka] (Lemma 13).
*
Kaplansky observes that if S is any subgroup of G and a <= S , then
there is b e
i such that pa =pb. The map a i-» a-b followed by
the natural homomorphism from P onto P /P is a homomorphism
a a a+i
*
of S into P /P whose kernel is exactly S . We thus have an
a a a+i a+i
*
isomorphism, U say, of S /S into P /P
a a+i a a+i
Lemma 4.2.1: The following two statements are equivalent:
(a) The range of U is not all of P /P
a a+i
(b) There exists in P^ an element of height a proper with
respect to S.
Proof: See Kaplansky [Ka]. o
The back and forth relations apply to finite sequences of the
same length. For such sequences a and b, let / : b —> a map
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corresponding members of the sequence onto each other.
Proposition 4.2.2:
(i) a s b iff / extends to an isomorphism / ; <b> = <a> and for
every b e <b> and a = f(b) we have
h(b) = h(a) < wa or h(b),h(a) ^ wa.
(ii) a ^ b iff / extends to an isomorphism / ; <b> = <a> and
2a+i
for every b e <b> and a = f(b) we have
(iia) In the case that P is infinite for every k<w
wa+k
h(b) = h(a) < wa, or
h(b) 2: wa and h(a) a min {h(b), wa+uj.
(iib) In the case that P is infinite and P is finite
wa+k wa+k+i
h(b) = h(a) < wa, or
wa £ h(b) ^ h(a) - k, or
h(b)=h(a) > uoc+k.
(iic) In the case that P is finite
wa
h(b) = hfaX
Proof: The proof is by induction on a, and in two parts.
Part A: We show that if b,a satisfy the above conditions for y+1,
then given any d we can find c so that b,d ^ a,c. [For limit
ordinals a, given /3 < a and d, we can find c so that b,d == a,c.]
P
Part B: Conversely, we show that if b.a do not satisfy the above
conditions for y+l, we can find d so that not b,d £ a,c for any
IS
choice of c. [For limit ordinals a, there is some /3 < a such that
not a b.]
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A. The situation is that we have finite subgroups B = <b>,
A = <a> of G, an isomorphism f : B = A satisfying a given
condition on the heights of elements and their images, and a
finite extension B' = <b,d> i B. We need to extend f to B' so that
it now satisfies a different condition. Except in the case of a a
limit ordinal, which is easier, we will do this in stages, forming
a chain of groups B = B°< B1<...< Bn= B', by choosing an
appropriate x e B'-B1 with px e B1 and extending f to
Bi+1= <x,Bi>.
(Aia) Suppose a is a limit ordinal. Let B,A be finite
subgroups of G and let f : B = A satisfy
h(b) = h(a) < wa or h(b),h(a) ^ wa for all b e B, a = f(b).
If h(b) = h(a) for all b e B, then f is height preserving, and so
can be extended to an automorphism of G ([Ka], problem 38). So
certainly, given d we can find c so that b,d ^ a>c f°r any
If h(b) ^ ua for some b * 0, then P is non-null, so P „ is
wa u>/3
infinite for every /3 < a ([Ka], problem 36). Given 13 < a and d, we
see that / satisfies (i) or (iia) for |3+1. So by induction
a ^ i b, so there is c such that b,d i a,c.
(Aib) Suppose a = /3+1. let B = <b>, A = <a> be finite subgroups of
G and let f : B = A satisfy
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h(b) = h(a) < o)oc or h(b),h(a) ^ wa for every b e B, a = f(b).
If h(b) = h(a) for every b e B, then f can be extended to an
automorphism of G, so given d we can find c so that b,d ~2^+1 a»c-
If h(b) ^ loot for some b, then P is non-null, so P n is
woe w|3+k
infinite for every k < o). Given B'^ B, let
M = max{m:b'eB', h(b')=o)fi+m and m<o>} +1, N^-Card(B'-B)+M
and N =N -i.
i o
We see that f:B=A satisfies
(*i) h(b)=h(a) £ w/3+M, or h(b) ^ wa and h(a) £ 0)(3+N
i
for every beB1, a=f(b)
with i-0. We will ensure that each extension of / to b' satisfies
(*i). Then f:B'=A' will satisfy
h(b')=h(a') < 0)13, or h(a') ^ w|3 and h(b') ^ min{h(a'), o>(3+o)}
for every b'eB', a'=f(b').
That is, if c=f(d), b,d s
^ a,c as required.
Here is the construction. Take x&B'-B1 such that pxeB1, x is
proper with respect to Bl and h(px) is maximal amongst all
elements in x+Bl for which this is true. (Such an x exists because
B'-B1 is finite and the coset x+B1 is finite.) Let f(px)=y.
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Now either h(px)=h(y) ^ w/3+M, or h(px) £ wa and h(y) £ w/3+lV..
Case 1. h(y)=h(px)=h(x)+l ^ to/3+M.
We have y*0, px*0. Choose w so that h(w)=h(x) and pw=y.
Now w<£Al , for if w=f(z) with zeB1, then px=pz as they both map to
y; also x-zgB1 for otherwise x would be in £?'; and h(x-z)=h(x)
because h(z)=h(w)=h(x) and x is proper with respect to b\ But
h(px-pz)=h(0) > h(px), which contradicts the maximal choice of
h(px).
Also w is proper with respect to A1. Suppose, on the contrary,
that h(w+a) ^ h(x)+l, where aeA1, a=f(b) for beB1. Since w+a^O, we
have h(pw+pa) a h(x)+2, hence h(px+pb) ^ h(x)+2. But this
contradicts the maximal height of px.
Now extend / to B1+1=<x,Bl> as follows
f(rx+b) = rw+a for 0<r<p, beB1 and a=f(b).
Since w is proper with respect to A\ we see that / still
preserves heights below u/3+M, thus f satisfies (*i+l).
Case 2. h(x) ^ wa and h(y) ^
Choose w with pw -y and h(w ) ^ U)B+N -1 = uf3+N . Since P
1 1 l i i+i wa+N
i
is infinite, there is w eP - A1. Put w=w +w . Then w <t A1,
2 U)a+N 1 2
i
pw = y and h(w) ^ w/3+2V -2, so extend / by f(x)-w.
Claim: f satisfies (*i+l).
[Check: If h(b) ^ u>(3+M then h(a)=h(b), so h(rx+b)=h(b) and
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h(rw+a)=h(a).




Note that M is chosen so that for no b do we have u)p+M<h(b)<u)a.]
Case 3. y=h(x) < woe and h(px) > y+1.
Since h(px) > y+1, there is VG^ 1 such that pv=px. The element
x-v is in P ; like oc it has height y; and also it is proper with
IS
respect to B1 (since v does not interfere in computations of
i * i
height s y). We now apply Lemma 4.2.1. Since B /B is finite,^
y 2f+l
its dimension as a vector space over 1 is strictly less than the
p
yth Ulm invariant of G, U (G).
v
Since f preserves heights ^ w/3+M and y^w/3+M-2, f maps B1 onto A1,
y y
i * i * i i i * i
B onto A and B onto A . Thus the dimension of A /A is
IS IS y+i y+l y y+l
also less than U (G). Applying Lemma 4.2.1 again, we have that G
IS
contains an element w for which pw =0, h(w )=y and which is
1 1 1
proper with respect to A .
Now either h(y)=h(px) > y+l or h(y) 2 w/3+2V. > w/3+M > h(x)+l=y+l.
So y-pw with w eG . Take w=w +w . Then pw=pw +pw =0+y-y,
2 2 ^ 4" 1 12 12
h(w)=h(w )=y, and w is proper with respect to A1.
1
Extending f by f(x)=w, we see that / still preserves heights
^ w|3+M, and so satisfies (*i+l).
(Aiia) Suppose P is infinite for every k<w.
woc+k
Let B=<b>, 4=<a> be finite subgroups of G and let f:B=A satisfy
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h(b)=h(a) < coot, or h(b) s wa and h(a) £ min{h(b), toct+co}
for every beB and a=f(b).
Given a finite extension B' £ B, let N = Card(B'-B) and N = N -i.
o 10
We see that / satisfies
(*i) h(b)=h(a) < wa, or h(b) ^ coot and h(a) £ min{h(b), coct+NJ
with i=0. We will ensure that each extension of / to B1 satisfies
(*i). Then f:B'=A' will satisfy
h(b')=h(a') < wa, or h(b'),h(a') ^ oa for every b'eB'.
That is, if c=f(d), b,d a,c as required.
Here is the construction. Again take xeB'-B1 such that pxeB1, x is
proper with respect to B1 and h(px) is maximal amongst all
elements in x+B1 for which this is true. (Such an x exists because
B'-B1 is finite and the coset x+B1 is finite.) Let f(px)=y.
Now either h(px)-h(y) < coot, or h(px) s coot and h(y) a
min{h(px), coot+Nj.
Case 1. h(y)=h(px)=h(x)+l < coot.
Choose w so that pw=y and h(w)-h(x). Then as before w£A' and w is
proper with respect to a\ so extend f by f(x)=w. Then again f
preserves heights < coot, and so satisfies (*i+l).
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Case 2. h(x) < ua and h(px) > h(x)+l.
Since f preserves heights < ua, the argument of (Aib) Case 3
applies.
Case 3. h(x) s ua and h(y) £ min{h(px), wa,+N }.
Now h(px) ^ h(x)+l, so there is with pw=y and
h(w ) £ min{h(x), ua+N -1}. Since P is infinite, there is
l i wa+N
i
w eP -A1. Put w=w +w , and extend f by f(x)=w.
2 ua+ti 12
i
Claim: f satisfies (*i+l).
[Check: Clearly / still preserves heights < ua.
Also if h(a) £ min{h(b), ua+N_} then
h(rw+a) £ min{h(w), h(a)} 2 min{h(x), ua+N -1, h(b), ua+N }
i i
2: min{h(x), h(b), ua+N } = min{h(rx+b), ua+N }
i+l i+1
since x is proper with respect to B1.]
(Aiib). Suppose P is infinite and P is finite,
wa+k wa+k+i
Let B=<b>, A=<a> be finite subgroups of G and let f:B=A satisfy
(*) h(b)=h(a) < ua, or ua ^ h(b) £ h(a) ^ ua+k, or
h(b)=h(a) > ua+k for every beB and a=f(b).
Given a finite extension B'^B, we will ensure that each extension
of f to B1 satisfies (*). Then f:B'=A" will satisfy
h(b')=h(a') < ua or h(b'), h(a') 2 ua for every b'eB'.
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That is, if c=f(d), b,d £^ a,c as required.
Here is the construction. Again take x&B'-B1 such that pxeB1, x is
proper with respect to B1 and h(px) is maximal amongst all
elements in x+B1 for which this is true. (Such an x exists because
B'-B1 is finite and the coset x+B1 is finite.) Let f(px)=y. Now
either h(px)=h(y) < wot, or wa £ h(px) £ h(y) £ wcc+k, or
h(px)=h(y) > wa+k.
Case 1. h(y)=h(px)=h(x)+l < ua.
Case 2. h(x) < wa and h(px) > h(x)+l.
Both are dealt with in the same way as in (Aiia).
Case 3. wa £ h(x) £ o)cc+k and wa £ h(px) £ h(y).
Choose w with pw =y and h(w ) a h(x).
l l l
Now P is infinite and P is finite, so the dimension of
wa+k wa+k+i
P /P is infinite. Let C=<w ,Al>. Since C /C is
ua+k wa+k+i l wa+k wa+k+i
finite, we can apply Lemma 4.2.1 to find an element w eP ofJ
2 wa+k
height wa+k proper with respect to C.
Extend f by f(x)=w=w^+w^. We claim that / still satisfies (*).
[Check: Clearly f still preserves heights below wa.
Now h(rw+a) = min{h(w ), h(rw +a)} £ tooc+k
2 1
and h(rw+a) a min{h(w ), h(w ), h(a)} ^ min{h(x), h(b)} = h(rx+b)
1 2
since h(w^), h(w^) £ h(x); h(a) ^ h(b), and x is proper with
respect to B1.]
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Case 4. h(x) > ua+k and h(y)=h(px)=h(x)+l.
Case 5. h(x) > wa+k and h(y)=h(px) > h(x)+l.
Since f preserves heights above woe+k, these are both handled as
cases 1 and 2 above.
(Aiic) If f is height preserving then a ^ b for any /3.
B. If the function /;b—>a does not extend to an isomorphism,
then there is a quantifier free formula satisfied by b and not a,
so certainly not a £ b for any y. So assume that f extends to an
isomorphism, but fails to satisfy the other conditions.
(Bia). If a is a limit ordinal and f does not satisfy the
condition, then there are beB, a=f(b) such that h(b)*h(a) and
h(a)<wot or h(b)<oot. But then hfaXwp or hfbXw|3 for some |3<a.
Hence, by induction, not a ^ „ b.J 2/3
(Bib). If a=|3+2 and f does not satisfy the condition then there
are beB, a-f(b) such that h(a)<wa and h(a)<h(b), or h(b)<o)oc and
h(b)<h(a).
Case la. h(a)<u)(3 and h(a)<h(b).
Not a b, by induction.
Case lb. h(a)=u)fi+k. for some k<w and h(a)<h(b).
k+1
We can find xeG^ such that p x=b, but cannot find any yeG^
k+1
with p y=a. So not b,x
^ a,y for any y.
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Case 2a. h(b)<u/3 and h(b)<h(a).
Then not b i . a by induction, so not a ^ „ b.
2/3 J 2/3+1
Case 2b. h(b)=o)/3+k for some k<w and h(b)<h(a).
k+1
We can find xeG „ such that p x=a, but cannot find any yeG _
w|3 ^ J J oi(3
k+1
with p y=b. So not a,x s b,y for any y. Hence not b
j a,
so not a ^ b.
2a
(Biia). If P is infinite for every k<w, and f does not satisfy
wa+k
the condition, then there are beB, a=f(b) such that
1. h(a)<u)ct, h(a)<h(b) or
2. h(b)<ua, h(b)<h(a) or
3. h(a)=ua.+m < h(b) with m<w.
Cases 1,2. Here not a ^ b, so not a ^ b.
2a 2a+i
Case 3. We can find xeG such that pm+1x=b, but can not find any
wa
yeG with pm+1y=a. So not b,x ^ a,y for any y.
0)0C 20i
(Biib). If P is infinite and P is finite, and f does not
wa+k wa+k+i
satisfy the condition, then there are beB, a=f(b) such that
1. h(a)<uoc, h(a)<h(b) or
2. h(b)<uoc, h(b)<h(a) or
3. h(a)-o)ot+m < h(b) with m<w or
4. h(a)=oxx.+m > h(b) with k<m<u).
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Cases 1,2,3. As for (Biia).
Case 4. We have P is finite, so G is finite. If d is
WCt+m Oia+m
chosen so that b,d includes all elements of G , then any
WCX+m
extension of f to <b,d> must map an element of G ,say g, to an
CJOC+m
element of lesser height, say h. We can find xeG such thatJ
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pmx=g, but can not find yeG^ with pmy=h.
So not b.d.x: a»c,y for any y.
(Biic). If P is finite and f does not satisfy the condition,
woe
then there are beB, a=f(b) such that
1. h(a)<wee, h(a)<h(b) or
2. h(b)<ioot, h(b)<h(a) or
3. h(a)=ioot+m < h(b) with m<w or
4. h(a)=a)oc+m > h(b) with m<w.
These are all dealt with as the corresponding cases of (Biib). ■
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§4.3 Recursive Height Functions.
To apply Proposition 4.2.2 to Theorem 2.7.1 to obtain
examples of relations on a reduced abelian p-group G that are or
are not intrinsically E°, we need the relations ^ to be uniformly
OC
r.e. for y < a. To achieve this it suffices that the height
CK
function h: G —» u) be recursive. This will also ensure that the
l
existential diagram of G is recursive.
The following results from [AKnO], which basically restate
work from [Rol], show that for any reduced abelian p-group with a
recursive sequence of Ulm invariants we can construct a recursive
copy for which the height function is recursive.
Let T £ u<W be a tree of finite sequences from w, ordered by
inclusion, with no infinite branches.
Let G(T) be the abelian group freely generated by the nodes
of T under the relations:
i) <p = 0, the group identity, where <p is the root node of the
tree.
ii) pa = b where a is a successor of b.
Then G(T) is a reduced abelian p-group.
Define the height of a node in T as follows:
i) a has height 0 if a is terminal.
ii) a has height ot+l if it has a successor of height a and all its
successors have height ^ a.
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iii) a has height a, for limit ordinals a, if for arbitrarily
large (3 < a, a has a successor of height (3, and all its successors
have height < oc.
The height of T is the height of the root node, 0, in T.
Proposition 4.3.1: For any T £ u<W with no infinite branches, if G
= G(T) then X(G) = height of T, and for any |3 < A(G), U^(G) is the
number of nodes a e T such that a has height |3 and one of the
following holds:
(a) a is at level 1 in t;
(b) a is a successor of some node of height > f3+1:
(c) a is a successor of some node b of height [3+1 and a is
not the first successor of b of height f3. a
Proposition 4.3.2: For any countable reduced abelian p-group G, G
= G(T) for some T e w<U with no infinite branches.
The proof of Proposition 4.3.2 will show us how to construct the
recursive group we require.
Proof: [Oates] First we note that G is determined by its Ulm
invariants. Furthermore if cc < (3 ^ A(G) are limit ordinals then
the Ulm invariants of G must be non-zero for infinitely many
ordinals between a and f3. ([Ka], Exercise 36.)
Fix a list of all the pairs C[3,k) such that k ^ U^(G),
1 ^ k < u) and so that (f3,k) precedes (f3,k+l). We shall construct
T £ o)<0) so that G =G(T). We shall label the nodes of T to indicate
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height and also put * beside certain nodes. (If a node has label
13+1 then one of its successors will receive * as well as the label
13.)
We say that a pair (f3,k) is taken care of if there are k
nodes a with label /3 and situated either (i) at level 1, or (ii)
the successor of some node with label ? > 13+1, or (iii) the
successor of some node with label 13+1 and a does not have *.
Note that we can take care of (13,k) by adding just one new
node, after we have taken care of ([3,j) for j < k.
A node a is said to need attention if one of the following
holds:
(a) a has label (3+1 and there is no successor node with label /3
and *. (If we provide such a node, we are not taking care of any
new pair on the list.)
(b) a has label (3, where |3 is a limit ordinal. These nodes always
need attention. We keep adding successors b labelled with new
n
ordinals y < /3 such that the pair (y ,1) is not yet taken care of
n n
and lim y = 13. The constraint on the sequence of Ulm invariants
n
noted above guarantees that there will always be such a pair
Cy ,1).
n
We begin with the root node without label, to represent the
group identity. The construction proceeds in stages. At each
stage, we take the first pair on the list that has not been taken
care of already, and add an appropriate node to the tree. (It does
not matter how this is done, provided each node succeeds one of
strictly greater label. For definiteness, we could add each node
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in this part of the construction as a successor to the root node.)
Then for each node currently in the tree which needs attention we
add one node. If this is under case (b) above, we note the pair
(y ,1) which is thus taken care of.
n
Let T be the tree resulting from this construction. Then it
is clear that:
(1) For each node with label (3+1, there is a successor with label
13 and *.
(2) For each node with label (3, for |3 a limit ordinal, and each
S < (3, there is a successor with label y for some y between 5 and
IB.
(3) Every node in T without * was added to take care of some pair,
and every node with * was added to attend to the node above
(witnessing height).
From this and Proposition 4.3.1 it follows that G(T) = G. □
Proposition 4.3.3: If G is a countable reduced abelian p-group
with a recursive sequence of Ulm invariants, then there is a
recursive copy of G for which the height function is recursive.
Proof: If the list of pairs (j3,k) in the above proof is recursive
then the whole construction is effective. But this is clearly
possible when the Ulm invariants are recursive.
Furthermore we may extend the construction of the tree to
construct the associated group at the same time. The group
consists of all finite combinations of tree elements
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y r a where 0 ^ r < d and a e T.
j J J J
J <n
Addition is defined by the rule
( (r +s )a if r +s < p
r a + sa = < j j j J J
J J J J v. (r+s-p)a + A if r +s * p
J J J J J J
where A^ is the predecessor of a^, together with associativity and
commutativity. Also the height of £ r a is just
J <n J J
min : r^ * 0 }.
So each time an element is added to the tree, we add all such
combinations of it and all the (finitely many) elements already in
the group, noting the height, to the construction of the group,
building up the group addition table as we go. □
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CHAPTER 5. EXAMPLES IN REDUCED ABELIAN P-GROUPS.
§5.1 Intrinsically Relations.
As an application of Theorem 2.7.1 we will examine various
sets of elements of reduced abelian p-groups.
We will consider countable reduced abelian p-groups with
recursive Ulm invariants. For such a group, by Proposition 4.3.3,
there is a recursive copy of the group for which conditions (1),
(2) and (3) of Theorem 2.7.1 are satisfied. If the relation under
consideration is not formally we will show this by showing
that condition (4) of Theorem 2.7.1 is satisfied.
Proposition 5.1.1: In any recursive reduced abelian p-group G
The set of elements of height ^ wa, G , is formally 11° .
cooc 20c
The set of elements of height 2: wa+n, G , is formally S°
Wa+n 2CC+1
The set of elements of order p of height s wa, P , is formally 11° .
u)(x 20c




Proof: We have the following formulae:
x e G < > 3y ( pny = x )
n df
X e G < > AA 3y ( pny = X )
W df n <W
x e G < > 3y ( pny = x & y e G )
wa+n df wa
x e G <■ > AA 3y c pny = X 8c y e G )
wa+w df n<w wa
x & G < > AA ( x e G ) for limit ordinals a
wa df ^<a wy
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Thus by induction we see that G is defined by a recursive IT
ua 2a
formula, and G is defined by a recursive Z formula.
Wa+n 2a+i
Furthermore x e P < > x e G & px = 0. □
P P




Proof: We can do both cases simultaneously. Since G is infinite
wa
so is P . Let R = G (or P ).
wa wa wa
Given a, we want to find r e R - Rcl (a).
2a
Case (i): a = |3+L
Given a, choose r € P - <a>. We show that r is the element we
wa
seek.
Given c, consider C = <a,r,c> ^ <a> = >1. Let
M = max { m : ceC, h(c)=u)[3+m and m<w } +1, N = Card(C-A) +M
Choose r' e P - P - <a>, proper with respect to <a>.
wp+Wo wa
Such an r' exists because U 0 ..(G) is nonzero for infinitely manyw/3+N
N < w.
We want to find c' so that a,r,c ^ _ a,r',c'.
2/3+1
This amounts to extending the identity function f: A = A to an
isomorphism with domain C satisfying f(r) = r' and
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h(c) = h(s) < w/3 or
h(s) ^ w/3 and h(c) ^ min { h(s), wa }
for every c e C, s = f(c).
This is done in stages exactly as the construction in (Aib) of
Proposition 4.2.2.
Case (ii): a is a limit ordinal.
Given a, choose r e P - <a>.
wa
Given B < a, choose r' e P „ - P - <a>.
w|3+w wa
Then a,r'
^ a,r, so given c there is c' such that
a'r'C "2/3+1 a'r''C'-
In both cases we have demonstrated that the chosen r is an
element of R - Rcl (a). The existence of such an r for any a shows
a
that G (respectively P ) is not formally E° . □
wa wa 2a
Thus we may apply Theorem 2.7.1 and conclude that
Proposition 5.1.3: If G is a recursive reduced abelian p-group
with recursive height function in which G (or P ) is infinite,
wa wa
then there is an isomorphic recursive reduced abelian p-group H
for which H (respectively H r\{h : ph = 0}) is not a S° set. □
wa wa 2a
We have similar but more complicated results for G andc
wa+n
P , to which we now turn.
wa+n
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Proposition 5.1.4: Suppose P is infinite.
wa+n
(i) If U (G) = 0 for every 0 s k < n, then P is formallywa+k J wa+n
n° , but not formally E° .
2CL 20C
(ii) If U (G) * 0 for some 0 < k < n, and U (G) < R for
wa+k wa+k o




(iii) If U (G) = K for some k < n, then P is formally
wa+k o wa+n
S° but not formally 11°
20L+1 2a+i
Proof: (i) If U (G) = 0 for every 0 £ k < n, then P = P
wa+k wa+n woe
(ii) Let p be sets of representatives of bases for
P /P . Then we claim that we have the following IT
wa+k wa+k+i 2oc+i
formula:
x € P < > h(x) a wa & px = 0 &
wa+n




The inner conjunction is taken over all sequences r corresponding
in length to p with 0 s r < p for each element r and not all
r zero. If




and px=0, then we have h(x) * wa+k, as otherwise x must equal some
linear combination of the p (mod P ). So this together with
wa+k+i
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h(x) s ua implies that x e P
wa+n
The converse is trivial as hi Z rq ) = coa+k < wa+n.
rer
So we have that P is formally 11° and also formally
Wa+n 2CC+1
S° from Proposition 5.1.1. Hence it is formally A°
2a+l J 20C+1
P is not formally Z° in the same way as P , and not
wa+n 2a wa
formally 11° as follows:
2a
Let R = G - P . Choose r e P - P for some k < n. Given
wa+n l wa+k wa+k+i
a, choose r' e P - <a,r >, and let r = r + r'.
wa+n 1 1
Since a,r' ~2(X a,r , for any (3 < a and c, there is c' with
a,r,c a,r',c .So r e R - Rcl (a).
/3 2QL
(iii) To show that P is not formally 11° , we show that
wa+n 2a+i
G - P is not formally Z°
wa+n 2a+i
Let R = G - P
wa+n
Given a, choose r e P - P - <a> proper with respect to
wa+k wa+k+i
<a>. This is possible because P /P is infinite, by
wa+k wa+k+i
Lemma 4.2.1. Choose r' e P - <a>.
wa+n
We claim that r e R - Rcl (a). Given c, we want to find c' so
2a+i
that a,r,c ^ a,r',c\
20C
The fact that r is proper with respect to <a> guarantees that
a,r' s a,r, so this is immediate. □
2a+i
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Proposition 5.1.5: Suppose that U (G) = R .
wa+n o
So Q = { x : h(x) = wa+n & px = 0 } is infinite. Then:
(i) If U (G) = 0 for each k < rx and P is finite,
wa+k wa+n+i
Q is formally n°a> but not formally Z°a-
(ii) If U (G) < K for each k < n and P is infinite,
wa+k o wa+n+1
Q is formally 11° , but not formally £°
2a+i 2a+i
(iii) If U (G) * 0 for some k < n, U (G) < K for each k < n
wa+k wa+k o
and P is finite,
wa+n+i
Q is formally A° , but not formally Z° or 11° .
2(X"f 1 20C 2 OC
(iv) If U (G) = K for some k < ri and P is finite,
wa+k o wa+n+i
Q is formally E° , but not formally 11°
2a+i 2a+i
(v) If U (G) = K for some k < n and P is infinite,
wa+k o wa+n+i
Q is formally A° , but not formally E° or 11°
2a+2 2a+i 2a+i
Now suppose that U (G) = m+1 < K and P (G) is infinite.
wa+n o wa+n+i
Then again Q is infinite, and:
(vi) If U (G) < K for each k < n,
wa+k o
Q is formally A° , but not formally Z° or 11° .
20C"P 1 20w 20C
(vii) If U (G) = R for some k < n,
wa+k o
Q is formally E° , but not formally 11°J
2a+i 2a+i
Proof: (i) Let p = P . Then
wa+n+i
x <= Q < > px = 0 8,c h(x) ^ wa & A x *r ered
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Q is not formally Z° in the same way that P is not formally
2a. ua
as in Proposition 5.1.2.
(ii) Let pk be sets of representatives of bases for
P /P . Then we have the following IT formula:
wcc+k wa+k+i 2a+i
x e Q < > h(x) £ ua & px = 0 & not h(x) & wa+n+1 &
A A not h( x - Z rq ) ^ ioa+k+1.
k k
k<n r ^SPk
This is similar to (ii) in the previous proposition.
To show that Q is not formally Z° , let R = Q.
20C+1
Given a. choose r e P - P - <a>, proper with respect to
wa+n ua+n+i
<a>. We claim that r e R - Pet fa,).
2CC+1
Choose r' e P - <a>. Then a,r' ^ a,r , so given c there
wa+n+i 2a+i
is c' such that a,r,c s a,r',c'.
20c
(iii) Let pk be sets of representatives of bases for
P /P , and let pn+1 = P
wa+k wa+k+i wa+n+i
Then we have the following IT formula:
20C+1
x e Q < > h(x) ^ wa & px = 0 & not h(x) s woc+n+1 &




We also have the E formula
2a+i
x e Q < > px = 0 8*. h(x) ^ oa+n & A x * q.
n+ 1
qep
But Q is not formally E° or 11° . Choose r e P - P
2a 2a l wa+k a>a+k+i
given a, choose r e P - P - <a,r >. Then we have
2 wa+n ua+n+i 1
a,r +r ^ a,r and a,r +r ^ a.r .
l 2 2a 2 1 2 2a 2
(iv) Let p = P . Then
wa+n+i
x & Q < > px = 0 8* h(x) £ wa+n & A x * q.
qep
So Q is formally Z . Q is not formally IT in the same way asJ
2a+i 2a+i
in (iii) of the previous proposition.
(v) We have the A formula
2a+2
x € Q < > px = 0 8* h(x) wa+n & not h(x) == wa+n+L
Q is not formally II
j in the same way as in (iii) of the
previous proposition, and not formally E
^ in the same way
as in (ii) above.
(vi) Let p be sets of representatives of bases for P /P
wa+k wa+k+i
for Jc 5 n. Then we have the Z formula:
2a+i
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x € Q < > px = 0 & hOc) ^ wa+n &




We also have the IT formula:
20C+1
x e Q < > h(bc) ^ wa & px = 0 & not h(x) £ wa+n+2 &
A A not h( x - Z rq ) £ uxx+k+1.
k<n r gep
rer
But Q is not formally Z° or 11° . Choose r e P - PJ
2a 2a l wa+n wa+n+i
given a, choose r e P - <a,r >. Then we have
2 wa+n+i l
a,r +r £ a,r and a,r +r s a,r .
l 2 2a 2 l 2 2a 2
(vii) We have the E formula of (vi) above, but Q is not
2a+i
formally TT^ ^ in the same way as in (iii) of the previous
proposition. □
Proposition 5.1.6: Suppose, for some n s 0,
U (G) = 0 for each 0 £ k < n
wa+k
U (G) = R
wa+n 0
U (G) < K and
wa+n+l 0
A(G) £ wa+n+2.
Then (i) G is formally 11° but not formally Z° , where N £ n.
wa+N 2a 2a
(ii) Q = { x e G : h(x) = looc+N } is formally IT°a but not formally
Z° , where N £ n.
20L
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Proof: (i) Let p = P = G . These sets are equal and
wa+n+i wa+n+i
finite because of the conditions above: there are no non-zero
elements of height > coct+n+1. Then
h(x) ^ wa+N < » h(x) £ wa & v d" N+1x = q
qep y
which is a IT formula. To check this, first suppose h(x) a wa+N.
Then h(pn N+1) a ua+N + n-N+1 = wa+n+2, so pn N+1x = q for some
q e p.
Conversely, suppose h(x) i ua & pn N+1x = g> but
h(x) = wa+k < wa+2\2. From the second conjunct we have that
p~+1x = 0 for some I ^ n-N+1.
Let m be minimal such that h(pm+1x) > h(x) + m+1.
If m = n-N+1, then hCpn N+1xj = h(x) + n-N+1 < wa+n+l which
contradicts the second conjunct. So we have m £ n-N.
Now h(pm+1x) > h(x) + m+1, so there is y with h(y) > h(x) and
pm+1y = pm+1x. But then p(pmx-pmy) = 0 and
h(pmx-pmy) = h(pmx) - h(x)+m = wa+k+m ~ loot+k+n-N < wa+n.
But h(pmx-pmy) s wa, which contradicts the Ulm invariants. This
contradiction shows that h(x) £ wa+AL
Now we show that R = G is not formally Z° .
wa+N 2a
This is similar to the argument above in Proposition 5.1.2. Thus
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if a = 13+1 :
i
Suppose a is given. Choose s e P - <a> and r with h(r) = uol+N
Ctfa+n
, n-Nand p r = s.
Then, given c, choose s' e P „ - P „ - <a> for a sufficiently
wp+M U)(3+U+l
large M, and r' with pn Nr' = s' and h(r') = u)f3+M-n+N.
This shows that r e R - Rcl (a) as required.
2a ^
(ii) Since
not h(x) £ wa+N+1 < > hOc.) < wa or A pn Nx * r
rep
we have
hfx) = wa+N < > h(x) i ua & V pn+x = r& A pn x * r
rep rep
Q is not formally E° by the same argument as for G in (i)J2cc wa+N
above. □
Combining the ideas in the last two propositions, we have
Proposition 5.1.7: Suppose, for some n > n' & 0,
U (G) < R for each 0 s k < n
ua+k o
U (G) * 0 for k = n'
wa+k
U (G) = X
wa+n 0
U (G) < X and
wa+n+l 0
X(G) ^ wa+n+2.
Then (i) G is formally A° but not formally S° or TT° , for
wa+N J 2a+i 2a 2a
0 < N ^ n.
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(ii) Q = { x e G : h(x) = tooc+N } is formally A° but not
2a+i
formally E° or 11° , for 0 i Af i n.
2a 2a
Proof: (i) Let p be sets of representatives of bases for
P /P , and let pn+1 = P
ua+k wa+k+i wa+n+i
We know that G is formally E° . The following formula
wa+N 2a+i
shows G is formally 11°
wa+N J zoc+i
h(x) ^ wct+N < > h(x) £ wa & V pn N+1:>£: = q &
n+1
qep
AAA not h( pmx - S rq ) £ ua+k+m+1.
k+m k+m
k <N m<n-k r qep
k+m
rer
The inner conjunction is taken over all sequences rk+m
k +m
corresponding in length to p with 0 ^ r < p for each element r
and not all r zero.
To check this, first suppose that h(x) ^ oxx+N. Then
, , n-N+l . ,. n-N+l „ n+1h( p x; i wa+n+2, so p x = q for some q c p
Also h(pmx) 2: wa+N+m > wct+k+m for k < N. So









h(x) =: wa & V pn N+1x = q &
n+l
gep
A A A not hC pmx - S rq ) ^ ua+k+m+l.
k+m k+m
k<N m<n-k r gep
k+m
rer
but h(bc,) = wa+k < ioot+N.
Then for some I s. n-N+1, we have p~+1x = 0.
Let m be minimal such that h(pm+1x) > h(x) + m+1.
If m = n-N+1, then h(pn N+1x.) = h(x) + n-N+1 < uoc+n+l which
contradicts the second conjunct. So we have m ^ n-N < n-k.





the assumed condition. Now h(pm+1x) > h(x) + m+1, so there is y
with h(y) > h(x) and pm+1y = pm+1x. But then p(pmx-pmy) = 0 and
h(pmx-pmy) = h(pmx) = h(x)+m = loa+k+m. So there is a sequence rk+m









i ucL+k+m+l, which contradicts the above conjunct. So we must have
h(x) ^ UXX.+N.
G is not formally Z° by the same argument as in the previous
ua+N 2a
proposition. If N > 0, we show G is not formally TI° by
wa+N 20C
showing that R = G - G is not formally S° .
wa+N 2a
Choose r e P - P . Given a, choose r' e P - <a>.
l ua+n' wa+N wa+n
Then, if N > n', r + r' e R - Rcl (a), because a,r' ^ a,r +r'.
1 20C 2a 1
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For 0 < N £ n', choose s e G with pn N+1s = r and
1 wa+N-i 1 I
s' e G with pn N+1s' = r'. Then s + s' e R - Rcl (a),
UCC+n-n'+N-l 1 2a
because a,s' ^ a,s +s'.
2a l
(ii) We have the IT0 formula
2a+i
h(x) = ua+N < > h(x) ^ wa & V pn N+1x = q &
n+l
gep
AAA not h( pmx - £ rq ) ^ utx+k+m+l.
k+m k+m
k<N m<n-k r gep
k+m
rer
& not h(x) ^ wol+N+I.
Since
not h(x) 2: ua+N+l < » hOc,) < ua or A pn Nx * g or
n+l
gep
V V V h( pmx - £ rq ) ^ oxx+k+m+l.
k+m k+m
k<N+i m<n-k r gep
k+m
rer
we have the £° formula
2a+i
h(x) = lool+N < > h(x) ^ uct+N & f A pn Nx * q or
n+l
L <7eP
V V V h( pmx - £ rq ) ^ ua+k+m+l
k +m k+m
k<N+l m<n-k r gep^
k+m
rer
Now we show that Q is not formally £°^ or n^. First suppose that
N ^ n'. Choose s e P - P and choose r such that
l wa+n* ua+n'+i 1
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h(r ) = o>oc+N and pn Nr = s . Given a, choose s' e P - <a>
1 11 Ufftn
and choose r' such that h(r') > doc+N and pn Nr' = s'.
Then a,r +r' ^ a,r' and a,r' ^ a,r +r'.
1 2a 2a l
Now suppose that N > n'. Choose r' e P - P . Given a,
wa+n' wa+N
choose s e P - <a> and choose r such that h(r) = ucc+N and
wa+n
n-N
p r = s. Then a,r s a,r+r' and a,r+r' ^ a,r. □
2a 2a
Proposition 5.1.8: Suppose for some n, U (G) = K and either
uatn o
iACtvute-
P * (0) or U (G) = K .
Wa+n+2 Wa+n+1 0
Then (i) G is formally E° but not formally 17° , for
wa+N 2a+i 2a+i
0 < N < n.
(ii) Q = { x : h(x) = wa+N } is formally A° but not
2a+2
formally E° or TT° , for 0 < N s n.
2a+i 2a+i
For N = 0, Q is formally 11° but not formally E°J
2a+i 2a+i





Proof: Case 1: P ■* (0).
Wa+n+2
(i) To show that G is not formally 11° , consider
wa+N 2a+i
R = G - G
wa+N
CLiv&u. &, <Cs.7
. Choose s € P - -mi s e G such that ps = s, and* wa+n+2 1 wa+n+l 1
r e G such that pn Nr = s .
l wa+N 11
Given a, choose s e P - P - <a,r > proper with respect to
2 wa+n wa+n+i 1
<a,r >, and choose r such that h(r ) = wa+N-1 and p" N+1r = s .
1 2 2 2 2
Then must also be proper with respect to <a,r^>.
[Suppose h(r2+ a) > h(r~2) = wa+N-1. Then
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h( pn N+Vr +a) ) > uot+N-1 + n-N+1 = wa+n.
2
That is h(s2+ a') > h(s), contradicting the properness of s^. ]
Also take = pr■ . Then h(r_) = wa+N and is also proper
with respect to <a,r >.
Let r = r + r . Then h(r) = uot+N-l and pn N+1r = s + s .
12 12
Let r' = r + r . Then h(r') = ua+N and pn N+1r* = s + ps = s .
13 12 1
Then a,s ,r' £ a,s + s ,r, so given b we can find b' such
i 2a+i 12
that a,r,b ^ a,r',b\ Hence r e R - Rcl (a).
2a 2a+i
(ii) The above argument also shows that Q is not formally
11° , for 0 < N s n. Also, reversing the roles of r and r', it
2a+i &
shows that Q is not formally E° , for 0 ^ N < n.
2a+i
For 0 < N < n, we have the A° formula
2a+2
x e Q < » h(x) i o)a.+N & not h(x) s uoc+N+l
For N = 0, this formula is 11°
2a+i




x e Q < > h(x) £ ooc+n &. A x * q
Tep
Case 2. U (G) = R .
wa+n+l 0
(i) To show that G is not formally IT0 , consider
wa+N 2a+i
R = G - G
wa+N
Given a, choose s e P - P - <a> proper with respect
ua+n wa+ntl
to <a>, and choose r such that h(r) = ua+N-1 and pn N+1r = s. Then
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r must also be proper with respect to <a>.
Choose s' e P - P - <a>, and r' such that h(r')
wa+n+i ua+n+2
uxx.+N and pn N+1r' = s'. Then a,r' ^ a,r so r e R - Rcl (a).
2a+l 2CC+1
(ii) This is exactly the same as (ii) for case 1 above. o
Proposition 5.1.9: Suppose A(G) £ wa+w.
Then (i) G is formally Z° but not formally 11° , for
wa+N 2a+i 2a+i
N > 0.
(ii) Q = { x : h(x) = wa+N } is formally A° but not
2a+2
formally S° or TT° , for IV > 0.
20C+1 2a+i
For IV = 0, Q is formally 1T° but not formally E°J
2a+l 20C+1
Proof: (i) This is similar to case 1 of the previous proposition.
To show that G is not formally 11° , consider R = G - G
OXX+N 2CC+1 wa+N
Given a, choose n i If so that U (G) * 0 and <a> contains no
ua+n
elements of height wa+n.
<£>
Choose s e P - ■ {0}, s e G such that ps = s, and
CcXX+n+2 1 wa+n+l 1
„ , , n-N+-l
r e G such that p r = s .
1 wa+N 1 l
'Given a, choose s e P - P - <a,r > proper with respect to
2 wa+n wa+n+i 1
<a,r >, and choose r such that h(r ) = wa+iV-2 and pn N+1r = s .
1 2 2 2 2
Then r^ must also be proper with respect to <a,r>.
Also take r = pr . Then h(r ) = u)oc+N and r is also proper
3 2 3 3
with respect to <a,r>.
Let r = r + r . Then h(r) = wa+lV-2 and pn N+1r = s + s .
12 K 1 2
Let r' = r + r . Then h(r') = wa+N and pn N+1r' = s + ps = s .
13 12 1
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Then a,s ,r' £ a,s + s ,r, so given b we can find b' such
1 2a+i 12 &
that a,r,b ^ a,r',b'. Hence r e R - Rcl (a).
2CC 2a+i
(ii) As in (ii) in the previous proposition, the above
argument also shows that Q is not formally TI°a , for N > 0. And,
reversing the roles of r and r', it shows that Q is not formally
Z° , for N * 0.
20C+1
For N > 0, we have the A° formula
20C+2
x e Q < > h(x) i u)oc+N & not h(x) i toa+N+1
For N = 0, this formula is 11° □
2a+i
In each case where we have a statement that a given set is
not formally Z° or IT°, we can apply Theorem 2.7.1, using
Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.3.3, to conclude that the set is not
intrinsically Z° or IT°. That is to say that there is an isomorphic




We say that a recursive structure S3 is A^-categorical, for
CK
a < , if for every recursive structure 23 s 9 there exists an
isomorphism from 23 to 9 which is a A° function.
In [A3], Ash gives a syntactic condition which, in the
presence of some decidability assumptions, is equivalent to
A°-categoricity. Here we apply this to the case of reduced abelian
p-groups.
There is an omission in the statement of the theorem in [A3]
which we will demonstrate using the example of a reduced abelian
p-group. The modifications required in the statement and proof of
the result are very minor.
Definition 5.2.1: A E° Scott family for the recursive structure 31
is a Z° set of Godel numbers for recursive Z formulae <p (x,y)
a a n
together with a finite sequence p from A, with the following
properties:
(a) For each a e A, there exists n such that 9 (= <p (p,a).1 n
(b) For each n and each a,b e A, if 9 V 4> Cp,a.) and1 n
9 f= (p (p,a) then (9,a) = (23,b).1 n
in
Definition 5.2.2: For a e A, 2 ^ a, let C (a) denote the set of
a
sequences c e A for which there exists bed and /3 < a such that
a,c,b s a,c',b' ==> a,c - a,c' & a,c £ a,c'
(3 a a
for every b',c' e A.
Ash's result on A°-categoricity is the following:
CK
Theorem 5.2.3: Let 2 ^ a < co and let 9 be a recursive structure
l
satisfying the following conditions:
(A) The existential diagram of 9 is recursive.
(B) The relations for y < a are recursively enumerable,
uniformly in n.
(C) The relation c & is recursively enumerable.
(D) The relation (not s ) is recursively enumerable.
Then 9 is A°-categorical iff 9 has a Scott family. ■
One of the basic ideas of the proof is the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2.4: Under the conditions of Theorem 5.2.3, if there
exists peA such that, for all c, c e C (p), then 9 has a S° Scott
a a
family.
Ash's definition of C (a) was simply:
a
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Definition': For a e A, 2 ^ a, let C'( a) denote the set of
a
sequences c e ^ for which there exists b e A and j3 < a such that
a,c,b s a,c',b' =» a,c ^ a,c'
for every b',c' e A.
For this definition the proof of the above lemma does not go
through. We demonstrate this by exhibiting a reduced abelian
p-group © which is not A° categorical, and so has no Scott
family, but for which CT(-) = G (where - is the empty sequence).
Let © be a recursive copy with recursive height function of
the reduced abelian p-group with length A(©) = o>2 and Ulm
invariants U (©) = 1 for every (3 < w2.
P
In our general discussion of A° categoricity for reduced
abelian p-groups we will see that © is not A° categorical
(Proposition 5.2.6, case 1 with a = 1).
Proposition 5.2.5: C^(-) = G.
Proof: Given any c e G, we need to find b so that
c,b ^ c',b' =» c ^ c' for every b',c' e G.
2 3
For each c € <c>, if h(c) = u+n, choose b e G with pnb = c.
w
Then c,b s c',b' implies h(b),h(b') £ w for each b e
corresponding b'. This implies that h(c') a h(c) for each
with h(c) 2: a) and corresponding c'. Also we must have h(c)






Under the correct definition of C (a) the only alteration
a
that is required in Ash's proof is the observation that if a
one-one function does not preserve II formulae then its inverse
does not preserve formulae, and vice versa.
Now we give the general result on A° categoricity for
countable reduced abelian p-groups with recursive Ulm invariants.
We say S3 is A° categorical if for each recursive 33 s 9 there
is an isomorphism which is A° for some |3 < a. It is shown in [A3]
P
that under the conditions of the above theorem a recursive
structure is A° categorical iff it is A° categorical for some
[3 < a.
Proposition 5.2.6: Let G be a countable reduced abelian p-group
with recursive Ulm invariants such that:
1. A(G) = ua+w+n and G is finite.
wa+u
Then G is A° categorical but not A° categorical.
2CC+2 & 2CC+1
2. A(G) £ wa+n+2 and
U (G) < X , 0 < k < n
U)CC+k 0
= K , k = n
o
< X , k = n+1.
o
Then G is A° categorical but not A° categorical.
2a+i 2a
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3. A(G) = ua+n+1 and
U (G) = K and
ua o
U (G) < X for 1 £ k * n.
wa+k o
Then G is A°^ j categorical but not A°^ categorical.
4. X(G) = wa+n+l and
U (G) = K for some 1 ^ N < n and
wa+N o
„ . . ..
Uiux-t-w+2- t-S mtrmtte.
U (G) = K or (G) ^ 0 for somo 1c ^ A/42.
wa+N+i o wa+k
Then G is A° categorical but not A° categorical.
20L+2 2CC+1
5. X(G) = occ+n for limit ordinal a, and G is finite.
wa
Then G is A° categorical but not A° categorical.
Proof: Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.3.3 show that the required
conditions of Theorem 5.2.3 are satisfied.
In each case it is easy to demonstrate the categoricity
result by exhibiting an appropriate Scott family, using the
results of the previous section.
From the definition of a Scott family, we need formulae such
that every finite sequence a from G satisfies some formula of the
family, and if a and b satisfy the same formula then (G,a)=(G,b).
That is to say, the map of corresponding elements of the sequence
f: a —> b must extend to an isomorphism f: <a> = <b>, which must
itself be extendible to an automorphism of G. But by Ulm's Theorem
this will occur when <a> and <b> satisfy the same group addition
table and corresponding elements have the same height.
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Given a finite sequence of elements a, let x be
a corresponding sequence of variables. Let S (x) be a formula
31
completely specifying the group addition table of <a>.
Now we have the following formulae, repeated from Proposition
5.1.1:
x e G < » 3y ( pny = x )
n df
X e G < » AA 3y ( pny = x )
W df n<W
x € G < » 3y C p"y = x & y € G ,)
ua+n df wa
x e G < > AA 3y f pny = x & y e G )
ea+w df n<w wa
x € G < > AA f x e G .1 for limit ordinals a
wa df ^r<a
By induction we see that x e G is a recursive IT formula
axx. 20C
and x e G is a recursive £ formula. Thus we have the
wa+n 2CC+1
following:
h(x) = wa can be expressed by the recursive TT formula
2a+i
x e G & x € G
wa wa+i
hfx.) £ wa can be expressed by the recursive II formula x e Gr j
20c woe
h(x) = coa+n can be expressed by the recursive A formula
20C+2
x 6 G &. x <£ G
wa+n wa+n+l
Let ib (x) be the formula
a
S (x) & A 'x has height h '
a ae<a> a
where the way 'x has height h ' is expressed using the above
d.
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formulae will be specified below in each case.
Case 1. Since G is finite, let p = G . Then
ua+u wa+u
f ip : a is a finite sequence of elements from G }
31
is a Z° Scott family for G, where 'x has height h ' means
20C+2 Si
h(x) = h for h < ua+w
a a
x = p for the p = a e p for h £ wa+w
Si
However G has no E° Scott family. To show this, we must
2CC+1
show how, given a, to find c & C (a).
20C+1
Choose c e P - P - <a,p>, for some k, proper with
wa+k wa+k+i
respect to <a,p>.
We claim c <£ C (a).
2CC+1
Choose c' e P - <a,p>. Then not a,c ^ a,c', but
ua+k+1 2a+i




Case 2. We have that G = P is finite, and
wa+n+i wa+n+i
G = <0}. Let p be sets of representatives of bases for
wa+n+2
P /P , and let pn+1 = P . Then
wa+k wa+k+i wa+n+i
{ ip : a is a finite sequence of elements from G }
3l
is a Z° Scott family for G, where 'x has height h ' means
20C+1 Si
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h(x) = h for h < wa
a a









or a p x * q
n + i for hfx,) = wa+JV s wa+n
qep
x = p for the p = aepn + 1 for h = wa+n+Jv a
Note that 0 e pn+1, which is needed in the formula for h = doc+N.r
a
However G has no Z° Scott family.
20c
Given a, choose c e P - <a,p>. We claim c <t C (a).
wa+n 2a
So, given b and [3 < 2a, we want to find c' and b' so that
a,c,b s a,c',b' and not a,c 2 a,c'.
3 2a
If a =y+l, choose c' e P - P - <a,p>, where
wy+M wy+M+i
M 2 max{m : be<a,p,c,b>, h(b)=ut+m and m<co }
+ Card(<a,p,c,b> - <a,p>) + 1.




[This is the same argument as in case (Aib) of Proposition 4.2.2.]
If a is a limit ordinal, choose c' e P _ - P n - <a,p>.
w(/3+i) W(/3+2)
Case 3. We have that P is finite, so G is finite. Let
wa+i wa+i
p = G . Then
wa+i
f 1ji : a is a finite sequence of elements from G }
a
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is a E° Scott family for G, where 'jc has height h ' means
20C+1 3
h(x) = h for h < wa
a a
h(x) ^ wa & A x * p for h = wa
pep ^ a
x = p for the p = a e p for h > wa
However G has no Scott family. The argument is as in case 2,
choosing c e P - <a,p>.
Case 4. { >p : a is a finite sequence of elements from G }
3l
is a E° Scott family for G, where 'jc has height h ' means
20C+2 3
h(x) = h .
a
However G has no Z° Scott family. There are two cases to
2a+i
consider:
(a) U (G) = K .
wa+N+i o
Given a, choose c e P - P - <a>, proper with respect to
wa+N wa+N+i
<a>, and c' e P - <a>.
wa+N+i
Then not a,c ^ a,c', but a,c' == a,c, so given b we can
2a+i 2a+i
find b' so that a,c,h s a,c',b'.
2a
Cn. w>pc+NJr2_ L& LH&ViIte, .
(b) if re; * 0 for some it ^ AG2.
wa+k
.Choose / e P -<&2and d e G so that pd = f.
wa+N+2 l wa+N+i l
N
Let p c = d where h(c ) s wa+L
l l l
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Civon—a-, choose d e P - P - <a,c >, proper with respect
2 wa+N wa+N+i 1
N
to <a,c >, and choose c with p c = d and h(c ) = wa.
1 2 2 2 2
Then C2 is also proper with respect to <a,c >.
Also take c = pc . Then hCc ,) = wa+2.
3 2 3
Let c = c + c . Then hCc.) = wa and pNc = d + d .
12 12
Note that p(d +d ) = f and h(d +d ) = wa+AL
12 12
N
Let c' = c + c . Then h(c') ^ wa+2 and p c' = d + pd = d .
13 12 1
Note that pd^ = / and hCd^^ ^ wa+2V+2.
Then not a,c ^ a,c' but a,d ,c' ^ a,d +d ,c.
2a+i l 2a+i l 2
So, given b, we can find b' so that a,c,b a,c',b'.
Case 5. Let p = G . Then
wa
f if) : a is a finite sequence of elements from G }
3.
is a S° Scott family for G, where 'x has height h ' means
20C 3.
h(x) = h for h < wa
a a
x = p for the p = a e p for ^ wa
However G is not A° categorical, that is to say, not A°
categorical for any 13 < a. This is clear because if it were we
could use its Scott family as a Scott family for a group of length
w|3+w, which we have shown above to be not A°^ j categorical, and




A related notion is that of A° stability. A recursive
structure 9 is said to be A° stable if, for every recursive
structure SB = S3, every isomorphism from 8 to S3 is A°.
R o
Clearly any structure with 2 o automorphisms is not A^ stable
for any oc. As observed in [Ku]:
Proposition 5.3.1: A structure 9 has 2 o automorphisms iff for
every finite sequence, a, of elements from 9, f9,a) is not rigid.
That is to say, there is a non-trivial automorphism of 9 which
fixes a.
Proof: Suppose (9,a,) is rigid. There are only countably many
one-one maps f: a » b and each extends to at most one
automorphism.
Conversely, suppose that for every finite sequence a, (&,a) is not
rigid. Then we may construct an infinite binary tree with a finite
map at each node so that along each path in the tree the maps
extend to a distinct automorphism of 9.
At level 0 in the tree start with the empty map.
At each node of level 2n, we have a map a i—> b which extends
to an automorphism f. Let c be the next element in a listing of A
not included in the domain of f. Since (9,b,f(c)) is not rigid,
there are two distinct automorphisms fixing b and f(c). Suppose
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they map some element d to d^ and d respectively. Then at the
successor nodes at level 2n+l put the maps
a,c,f 1(d) \—> b,f(c),d^ and a,c,f 1(d) i—> b,f(c),d^.
At each node of level 2n+l, we have a map a i—> b which
extends to an automorphism /. Let c be the next element in a
listing of B not included in the range of f. Since C&,h,c) is not
rigid, there are two distinct automorphisms fixing b and c.
Suppose they map d to d and d respectively. Then at the
successor nodes at level 2n+2 put the maps
a,/ 1(c),f l(d) i—> b,c,di and a,/ 1(c),f 1(d) i—> b,c,d2 □
In the case of an infinite reduced abelian p-group G (with
p > 2), (G,a) is never rigid for any a. [Choose c e P - <a>. Then
a,c i—> a,-c is a height preserving map and so, by the proof of
Ulm's Theorem, extends to a non-trivial automorphism of G. ]
In the case p = 2, (G,a) is still never rigid, but we need to
be a little more subtle in our argument. If U (G) = R for some a,
a o
then by Lemma 4.2.1 we can find s P^ proper with respect to <a>
and c e P proper with respect to <a,c > such that h(c ) = h(c )
2 a K ^ K l l 2
= a. Then a.c^ i—> a.c^ is a height preserving map.
Otherwise there are infinitely many a for which U (G) a 1.
Given a, choose a and /3 > a so that <a> contains no elements of
height a or IB, and U^CG), U^(G) a 1. Then by Lemma 4.2.1, we can
find c proper with respect to <a> and c' proper with respect to
<a,c> so that h(c) = a, h(c') = /3 and pc' = 0. Then a,c i—> a,c+c'
is a height preserving map.
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Thus we have the following:
Proposition 5.3.2: No infinite reduced abelian p-group is A°
stable for any a. □
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§5.4 Pairs of Structures.
In [AKn] conditions are given for the possibility of the
construction, uniformly in n, of recursive structures £
n
isomorphic to a given structure S3 if n e S and to another given
structure B if n «£ S.
We take the notation
{ at if n°aSB if not
to mean "For every H° set S there are structures £ , recursive
a n
uniformly in n, such that
S3 if n e S „e £
if n £ S
The construction in [AKn] uses an a-system, so the back and
forth relations £ are needed. However, since we are dealing with
several different structures in the one construction, we need the
following generalization.
Definition 5.4.1: A recursive family of recursive structures is an
indexed family { 3. : i e I } for which I is a recursive set and
each S3_ is a recursive structure, uniformly in i.
CK
Such a recursive family is ct-friendly (where a < w ) if,
using some notation for a, the relation no('9 ,a) £ TT0fS3 ,b) is
pi p J
r.e. between i,j e I, [3 < a and sequences a from 9. and b from <3..
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We will apply the following result to reduced abelian
p-groups.
Proposition 5.4.2: Let 9 and B be recursive structures for which
{8,8} is an a-friendly family. Then
(i) if n (S) £ n (a;, then ( 9 lf na .
a a I B if not
(ii) if n (S) = n W), then / 9 lf Aa+1 .
a a 1 B if not
Proof: See [AKn]. □
In order to do so, we need some families of a-friendly
p-groups.
Let G^ be a recursive copy with recursive height function of
the reduced abelian p-group with length 13 and Ulm invariants
U (G13) = K for all y < |3.
If o
Let be a recursive copy with recursive height function
of the reduced abelian p-group with length w|3 and Ulm invariants
U (GW^) = 1 for all y < w/3.
H
Proposition 5.4.3: The families { G^ : |3 < <x'} and { H: /3 < a'}
CK
are a-friendly for any a,a' < .
Proof: For 8,£> both from one or the other family we have:
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(i) IT (a,a) £ n (S,b) iff
20C 20C
(a) Af20 = ACS,) ^ wa or AOJ.AfB,) > wa; and
(b) the map / ; b —> a which maps corresponding members of
the sequences onto each other extends to an isomorphism
f : <b> = <a>; and
(c) for every b e <b> and a = f(b) we have
h(b) = h(a) < doc or h(b),h(a) £ doc.
(ii) n (&,a) £ n CS.b) iff
2a+l 20c+1
(a) AO) = AfB^ s wa or
AfB^ > wa and AfS) ^ min { AfBJ, wa+w }\ and
(b) the map / : b —> a which maps corresponding members of
the sequences onto each other extends to an isomorphism
f : <b> = <a>; and
(c) for every b e <b> and a = f(b) we have
h(b) = h(a) < doc, or
h(b) ^ wa and h(a) ^ min {h(b), wa+d}.
This is proved in essentially the same way as Proposition
4.2.2. The conditions on the length of the groups ensure that
appropriate elements are available to be mapped to, in the same
way as the conditions on the heights of already mapped elements.
Note that the structure of the groups in the two families
considered ensures that for any given height less than the length
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of the group there are infinitely many elements of at least that
height. Thus the construction in the proof can never run out of
elements. o
We may now obtain the following results.
CK
Proposition 5.4.4: For any a,y <
( _wa+i ._ _o
... I G if IT
(1) -< 2a+i
I _wa+i+jv G if not
( ,_w<a+i) ._
.... I H if IT
in J -{ 2a+iI LJw<.oc+uy) .„H if not
Proof: These come from (ii) in the proof of Proposition 5.4.3
applied to the empty sequences a and b, and Proposition 5.4.2 (i).
□
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CHAPTER 6. A PARTIAL ORDERING.
The examples we have considered up to now have been of
recursive structures because every r.e. p-group or linear ordering
is already a recursive structure. In this chapter we consider a
simple example which shows a difference in its behaviour when
considered as an r.e. structure and its behaviour when considered
as a recursive structure.
An r.e. linear ordering is a recursive structure because the
order relation is total. So, for x * y, not x < y iff y < x. If
the order relation is only partial this argument does not work.
Thus we may have r.e. partial orderings that are not recursive.
Let P be a recursive copy of the shuffle sum ([Rs], defn 7.14) of
the orderings 1,2 w with linear order relation z and recursive
2
distance function d : P —» w u {a>}. Define a partial order on P
by
x < y iff x z y & d(x,y) = oo.
(So we have a 'linear shuffle sum' of incomparable sets of
elements of size l,2,...,w.)
Then p = (P,<) can be considered as a recursive structure or
as an r.e. structure.
Let R be the set of elements of P in some infinite
anti-chain. Then in p, R, iff Jc, U uv ayb&r'&ribj f imht- 3-nk'ick&in.s
x e R < > AA 3y ( y = x & not y < y )kelN 17 k i<i7tj<k i j
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So R is formally TI° and formally IT°+. ( not y s y is a basic
negative formula, so 3y ( y = x & A not y ^ y ) is Z+,
k i<i?tj<k i j 2
rather than Z+. )
1
We will show that R is not formally and not formally Z°+.
Write x y if corresponding elements of x and y stand in
exactly the same order relations. Let c(x) be the number of
elements incomparable with x.
Then we claim that a ^ b iff a s b and cr(a ) ^ cr(b) for
1 0 i i
each i.
If the condition is satisfied we will show how, given d, we
can find appropriate c to match d with. By the density of the
shuffle sum, any ds comparable to all the b can be matched with
appropriate cs in the correct order relations to the a. Any ds
incomparable with some b can be matched because there are enough
elements incomparable with the corresponding a.
On the other hand, if the condition is not satisfied, we can
choose more elements incomparable with some b than can be matched
with elements incomparable to the corresponding a, thus causing a
violation of the correspondence in order relations.
Also a b iff for every d and every basic positive formula
(p with P |= (p(h,d) there is c such that P f= <p(a,c).
Now a basic positive formula is essentially a conjunction of
positive statements of order relations. So, by the density of the
shuffle sum, we can always find such c provided that whenever
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b < b , or b = b , or b > b , we have the corresponding
i j i j i j
a < a , or a = a , or a > a .
i j i j i J
Finally, a b iff for every d and every basic positive
formula <p with p (= <pfb,d,) there is c such that a,c b,d and
P |= <p(a,c).
Suppose that a s b. Then for every d there is c such that
a,c =o b,d. This implies a s* b. Also, by Corollary 2.3.6, a b
implies a ^ b.
So a b iff a s b.
2 1
Thus the following argument shows that R is both not formally
2° and not formally 2°+.
Given a, choose r e R so that r is comparable with each
a 6 a. Then, given b, determine how many elements of b are
incomparable with r. Find a finite maximal set of incomparable
elements with more than this many elements, in the same order
relations with all the rest of a,b, and map r and those bs
incomparable with r into this set. This shows that
r € R - Rcl (a) = R - Rcl+(a).
2 3
So, by Theorem 2.7.1, there is a recursive structure
isomorphic to p in which { x : <y(x) = oo } is not a 2° set, and
this is the best possible result as R is formally 11°. By contrast
however, by Theorem 2.6.1, there is an r.e. structure isomorphic
to P in which { x : cr(x) = <x> } is not a 2° set.' 3
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A recursive structure 21 consists of a recursive underlying set |2l|, and recursive relations and
operations on |2l|. A new relation on 21 is called formally X" if it has a definition as a certain
type of infinitary formula involving the given relations on the structure. It is called intrinsically
X° if the corresponding relation in any isomorphic recursive structure forms a X" set (or set of
ordered tuples).
In [3] it is shown that given a condition guaranteeing a certain amount of extra decidability in
the structure these two notions coincide for the X" (recursively enumerable) case. Here we deal
with the analogous result for the general case, for a a constructive ordinal. We give a direct
(infinite injury) construction for the case a = 2, together with several examples, which
demonstrate that the decidability conditions required are satisfiable in natural examples. Then,
applying a theorem of C.J. Ash [1, 2], we deal with the general case.
0. Introduction
A recursive structure may be thought of as a classical mathematical object
Godel-numbered in an effective way. Our interest here is in the scope for
variation in the effective properties of the structure under different Godel-
numberings. Thus we consider recursive structures classically isomorphic to a
given recursive structure.
In a recursive linear ordering the order relation must be recursive, by
definition. Here is an example of what possibilities there are for other relations.
Proposition 1. In a recursive well-ordering of type co2, the set of left limit points
L = {x | Vy 3z [y < z <x v z <x ^y]}
is Iff and its complement L' has an infinite recursive subset.
Conversely, given any infinite IT% set whose complement has an infinite recursive
subset, there is a recursive well-ordering of type to2, for which this set is the set of
left limit points.
Proof. By the definition of L and the fact that < is recursive, we see that L is
FI%. Furthermore, if a is the first limit point in the ordering, then {x \ x <a} is an
infinite recursive subset of L'.
For the converse, suppose we are given such a set, P. That is, we are given
0168-0072/88/$3.50© 1988, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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recursive relations T and R such that
x e P O Vy 3z T(x, y, z)
and R is an infinite subset of P'
We will construct, by stages, a well-ordering of type co2. It will be recursive
because the construction will simply involve placing elements in the ordering at
various stages, and once they are placed they will not subsequently be moved.
Triplets will be systematically tested for membership of T, one per stage.
Stage s. (i) Place the (s + l)-th element of R' after all the elements of the
ordering placed prior to stage s.
(ii) For the first s elements of R', ax, . . . , as, if T(ah k, I) appears by stage s
for some I and there are exactly k elements of R immediately before ah then
place the next unused element of R immediately before at.
Note that this construction is effective because R is recursive, and at each stage
there is only a finite amount of checking to be done.
The construction eventually places all the elements of R' in an ordering of type
co and fills in the gaps between them (with the elements of R) according as they
are in P or not.
If a, is in P, then for each k, at some stage after there are k elements
immediately before at, a (k + l)-th element will be placed there. Thus, an
ordering of type co will be built up immediately before ah so a, will be a left limit
point.
If, however, at$P, then for some k, there is no I with T(ah k, I), so at will
have no more than k elements of R immediately before it. That is, a, will be a
successor element. Since we assume that P is infinite, the construction produces a
well-ordering of type co2, as required. □
Note that, in particular, P can be chosen to be not So the set of all left limit
points in a recursive well-ordering of type co2 is not intrinsically
However, L has a definition as a formally 77^ set, and so as we will see it is
intrinsically 77^.
1. Infinitary formulae
Strictly speaking we are working within Kleene's Constructive Ordinals (see,
for example, [5]) and to speak of an ordinal a is really to speak of a notation a for
a, but we will usually suppress this detail. A more formal definition is given in
[2],
The (recursive) Za and 77a formulae are defined recursively: The 2"0 and 770
formulae are the Unitary quantifier-free formulae. The Za+\ formulae are those of
the form dn, where the dn are TIa formulae indexed by their Godel
numbers, and the 3y„ are finite blocks of existential quantifiers. That is, they are
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r.e. disjunctions of 3 IJa formulae. Similarly, the na+l formulae are r.e.
conjunctions of V Za formulae. For a a limit ordinal, the Za formulae are those of
the form \//neWr where 9„ is a Ian formula, and is the sequence of
ordinals having limit a that is given by the notation for a. Similarly the IJa
formulae are those of the form /XWw, where dn is a nan formula.
Definition. A relation fi on a recursive structure is formally Z°a if it has a
definition
211= jc e R <h> cp(p, x)
where qt is a Za formula involving only the given (i.e. recursive, by definition)
relations of 21 and p is a finite list of parameters from |2l|.
2. Intrinsically 2J°a relations
Definition. A relation fi on a recursive structure is intrinsically Z°a if for every
isomorphism between 2f and another recursive structure/: 21 = 23, f(R) forms a
Z°a set.
(Throughout this paper we will think of relations as unary. Other relations can
be considered in a suitable product structure which turns them into unary
relations.)
The following lemma is the 'easy direction' of this paper.
Lemma 1. If a relation R is formally Z°a on a recursive structure 21, then it is
intrinsically Z°a on 21.
Proof. Suppose 21 fix e R cp(p, x) where y is Za, and /:21s® where 23 is
another recursive structure. Then 23 by e/(f?) <p'(/(p), y), where <p' is ob¬
tained from cp by replacing the recursive relations of 21 by the corresponding
relations of 23, and f(p) means/(pj), . . . ,/(/?„) for p = plr . . . , pn. So f(R) has
a formally Z°a definition in 23, and it is easy to show that Za formulae uniformly
represent Z°a sets.
3. The case a = 2
We wish to establish a partial converse to Lemma 1: we will need to assume
some extra decidability in the structures considered. (In [4] it is shown, for the
case a = 1, that such conditions cannot be entirely dispensed with.)
First we deal with the case a = 2 separately, as the direct argument allows a
slightly more general result, which is noted at the end of the proof.
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Definition. For a, b e |2l|, we write a b if b satisfies the universal type of a.
That is, if every universal formula true of a is also true of b.
Theorem 1. Let R be a relation on a recursive structure 21 satisfying conditions
(A), (B) and (C). Then R is intrinsically 2° iff it is formally 2°.
Conditions. (A) The existential diagram of 21 is recursive, and R is recursive.
(B) There is a recursive procedure to determine, for a, a' e |2f|, whether a =£i a'.
(C) There is a recursive procedure to determine for a, b, c e |2I| with a e R,
whether there exist a', b' e |2f| with a' $ R and a, b, a', b, c.
Proof. We will take R to be a unary relation. If R is n-ary, it can be considered
as unary on a suitably defined product structure of n-tuples from |2I|.
Given 21 and R satisfying (A), (B) and (C) with R not formally 2°, we want to
construct a recursive 23 and a classical isomorphism /:2l = 23 such that/(/?) is not
a 2° set. To this end we need witnesses xe to ensure that f(R) =LSe, the e-th 2°
set.
We may suppose that we have uniformly recursive total functions ^: Fd2—> 2
with y e £,.<=>-i(Us)[^e(s, y) = 0]. That is, there are not infinitely many stages s
with p,e{s, y) = 0.
We want to arrange that f(xe)eSe<A>xe$R. To attempt to do this we will
choose a suitable witness, xeR, and a tentative image, f(x)=y, for it. If
pe(x, y) = 0 for infinitely many s, then y $ Se, and this is exactly what we need. If,
however, pe(x, y) = 0 only finitely often, then we will (because of the way we
have chosen x) be able to choose some x' $ R to map to y instead of x.
In more detail this works as follows: Choose a flexible x e R and define f(x).
Also define/' so that/'_1°/(x) $ R. So long as pe(s, /(*)) = 1, we are happy with
/' as a candidate for extending to the required isomorphism. If at some s,
however, pe(s,f(x)) = 0, then we discard/' and return to / and extend it a bit.
Now we find a new /' (the old one is not necessarily compatible with what we
have added to/), and work with it.
So every time pe(s, f(x)) = 0 we add a bit to our construction of /. If this
happens infinitely often, then we will have had time to completely define/, and it
can be used as our isomorphism. If, on the other hand, after some stage
pe(s, f(x)) is always 1, then we are left with a suitable/' which has been extended
infinitely often, and it can be used for the isomorphism.
That is an outline of the procedure for dealing with a single requirement. We fit
these together by forbidding an attempt to satisfy a requirement to upset a lower
numbered (that is, higher priority) requirement. This leads us to cast the
construction in the form of a tree of functions.
Let A = 1211, and take an infinite recursive set B to be used as |23|.
At each stage we will have irrevocably decided finitely many sentences of the
atomic diagram of 23. (This is to ensure that 23 is a recursive structure.) Let the
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finite subset of the atomic diagram of 23 defined by stage 5 be 23s. For simplicity
we will assume that 23s is closed under finite conjunctions and that if bh b, (i A j)
appear in 23s, then bt A bj is also in 23s.
We define a finite 1-1 partial function f:A^>B to be coherent w.r.t. 23s if
whenever cp(f(a), b) e 23s then 21 f cp(a, y).
This is equivalent to the condition that / extends to an isomorphism from 21 to
23 for some total 23 ^ 23s.
Also, as 21 is assumed to have a recursive existential diagram, given finite
A0c.A, B0c B, f can be effectively extended to a coherent map having Aa in its
domain and B0 in its range.
Let The the full binary tree of finite sequences of O's and l's. The root node of
T is thus the empty sequence, 0.
At stage s we will have defined for finitely many nodes p eT a finite 1-1 partial
map fsP:A^>B which is coherent w.r.t. 23s. We say a node is defined if there is a
function defined at that node.
Construction. At stage 0 all nodes are undefined and 23° is empty.
/e = 0 at every stage s. At the start of each stage s, set fp=fsp~l for those
nodes p at which /s_1 is defined.
At stage s, starting at the root node, we will step down the tree choosing our
path according to the current information available about the Se. Eventually we
will come to an undefined node and here we will define a new partial function,
thus extending the tree. We give the procedure inductively:
Assume we are at node p, where fp is defined. Let e = length(p) (which is the
level of node p in T), and let q be the bottom-right most node that is presently
defined. (So q is the largest defined node in lexicographic ordering, and in fact q
will always be p or a node below p, because of the way our construction works.)
Define xsp as follows:
Let a = dom(/s). Let b consist of dom(/s), together with elements that are
asserted to exist by the condition of coherence for/s w.r.t. 38s, leaving out those
elements already in a.
Let <P(x, y, z) be the recursive infinitary /I, formula defining the universal type
of x, b, a, namely the conjunction of all universal formulae satisfied by x, b, a.
This conjunction is recursive because the existential diagram of 21 is recursive.
Then we take xp to be the first element, x, of R such that there are x' $ R and
b' with 211= <P(x', b, a).
Having /s and xp, we now ask whether fp0 is defined and xp e dom(/s 0).
(i) If not, we have travelled as far down the tree as was previously defined or
else xp has changed to a now inconvenient element. Call the node we are at the
current node ps.
We define fsp0 and proceed to the next stage, throwing away any other work on
nodes below p. (This will cause no problems, because on nodes that are
eventually important in the construction jcs will settle down.)
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So undefine all nodes below p. Define fp0 to extend/*, have ae, xsp e dom(/*0);
be e ran(/po) and be coherent w.r.t. 31s. Add to 23* the first undecided atomic
formula or its negation so as to keep fsp0 coherent, thus forming 3&s+1. Now go
back to 0 and start stage s + 1.
(ii) If/'0(*J) is defined, then calculate ,ue(s, fp0(xsp)).
(a) If this is 0, then undefine node pi and all nodes below it, and go to node
pO.
(b) If pe(s, fpo(xp)) = 1, then we branch to the right.
If fspl is not defined, then define it to extend /*, have «f edom(/^);
ran(/*) c ran(/*j); (fpi)~lofsq(xsp)$R; be coherent w.r.t. 58*; and be such that
(.fpi)~lofq preserves universal formulae.
(There are a lot of conditions here, but in fact x* has been chosen just so this
can be done.)
Now go to node pi. (If we have not just defined fspl, then we continue stepping
down the tree. If we have just defined it then we will now be in case (i).) □
We must now check that the construction is effective, and that all partial
functions remain coherent.
For each 5 and p, x* must exist because otherwise R is formally S'l: If every
x e R is constrained to be in R by some n1 formula, <PX, then
r e R <-> W 3^ ®x(r, y> «)•
xeR
Furthermore, x* can be found effectively by condition (C).
In case (i) we can define fp0, effectively because of the coherence of /*, as
noted above.
In case (ii)(b), we know that such a function exists by the choice of xsp. It can
be found effectively by using condition (B).
Lemma 2. Every fsp remains coherent.
Proof. Define the relation f <\g to mean that ran(g) 3 ran(/) and g~l°f
preserves universal formulae.
We now observe that if p is to the right of or below q (i.e. q^p in
lexicographical ordering), then we have/*<]/*. This is because < is transitive,
and whenever we define an fp we ensure/^ <\fsp where q is the bottom right-most
previously defined node. All previously defined functions to the right of node p
are discarded in the process of stepping through the tree to p.
So it remains to show that if g is coherent and f <\g, then / is coherent.
Suppose that 2T b cp[f(a), b\. Then we want to show that SI b cp(a, y).
Now f = g°(g~l°f), so
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Since g is assumed coherent, we have that
SI I-3y y].
Now because g~l°f preserves universal formula, if 21 t= Vy-i<£(a, y), then
%tVy-t<p(g-l°f(a),y)).
This contradicts the above, so 211= 3y (f(a, y), and therefore / is coherent. □
Now for the desired model we choose an infinite branch {p0, px, . . .} = P
through T inductively as follows.
- p0 is the root node.
- pn+1 is pno if ps is below p„0 for infinitely many s, and otherwise p„ + ) is pnX.
It follows from this definition that if p e P, then ps is to the left of p only
finitely often.
This is not effective, as the isomorphism that we will obtain is not A°.
However, we have ensured that the construction of 23 is recursive, and it is
enough that the isomorphism / can be shown to exist.
Lemma 3. For each pn e P, there is a stage when xPn and fPn are defined and never
again change.
Proof. By induction on n. Since p() is the root node, fPo never changes after it is
defined.
Once fPn has stopped changing, if xPn does not eventually stop changing, then
the construction provides an r.e. list of formulae constraining each element of R
to be in R, with parameters dom(/Pn). The disjunction of these formulae would be
a formally definition of R.
So eventually f and xPn stop changing. But there are only finitely many ps to
the left of the pn+1( and these stages s are the only stages at which fPn+l can change.
So eventually/Pn+l stops changing. □
So for each p e P, we have
fp = lim fsp and xp = lim xp.
S S
The fp s form a chain of coherent functions with ae e dom(^,) and be e ran(^,)
where e = length(p). Hence / = UpePf„ is an isomorphism /: 21 = 93.
We now check that /satisfies our requirements. Let e = length(p).
If pOeP, then infinitely often ps is below pO. That is, IB [pe(s, fp0(xsp)) = 0].
So U5 [pe(s, fp0(xp)) = 0], i.e., f{xp) =fp0(xp) $ Se.
But xp e R. So take xe = xp as our witness that f(R) ¥= Se.
If pi e P, then ps is below pO only finitely often. In this case fp0 also settles
down since pO is not visited after some stage.
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We have -ilk [ne(s, fp0(xp)) = 0]. So -iUs [jie(s, fp0(xp)) = 0]. That is, fp0(xp) e
Se.
But fpl was chosen so that fpl°fpo(xp)$R. So take xe=fpl°fp0(xp). Then
f(xe) = fPi(xe) =fPo(xP) e Se and xe $ R.
Thus we have, for every e, xe e R <=>/(xe) $ Se.
Hence f(R)=£Se for every e. So f(R) is not Z®, and so R is not intrinsically
Z£. □
Condition (C) can be relaxed to the following:
(C') There is a A" procedure to determine for a, b, c e |?f| with a eR, whether
there exist a', b' e |2l| with a' $ R and a, b, c^xa', b', c.
This is because we can think of this procedure as always giving an answer
when questioned, but not necessarily giving the right answer. However, even¬
tually at some stage and all subsequent stages, it does give the correct answer.
So when we apply (C') to find a suitable xp, if we get an answer of 'yes' for
particular a, b, c, we immediately start searching for suitable a', b' as confirma¬
tion of this.
We know that either we will find such a', b' (which can be checked effectively
by condition (B) and the fact that R is recursive), in which case the answer is in
fact true, or else (C') will subsequently 'change its mind', and we will know to try
another candidate for xp.
The only other alteration required is that while searching for xp, we must keep
rechecking each candidate in case a 'no' answer subsequently changes to 'yes'.
So the construction remains effective.
4. Examples: linear orders
A recursive linear order ?f = (A, <) consists of a recursive set A and a
recursive order relation < on A which is total.
We will consider limit points.
L = {left limit points} = {x \ Vy 3z (y < z <x or z <x =£y)},
R = {right limits points} = {x \ Vy 3z (x < z <y or y < z)},
T = {two-sided limit points} = L (~l R.
We have seen that for 21 = co2, L is not intrinsically If 21 = k ■ r) (for some
k e N), then we can define L by
x=y1<y2<---<yk& /\ ~i (y,-< z <y,+1)
i=\,...,k-1
L = \ x I 3yl ■ ■ ■ yk Vz
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So L is formally an<3 so certainly intrinsically We will see that, in a sense,
k ■ r] is the only recursive linear order for which L is formally
(co is the order type of the natural numbers, r] is the order type of the rationals,
and for any order type j5, fi* is the reverse type.)
Define a distance function d :A2—> M U {00} by dfx, y) = number of points
strictly between x and y.
We will also use the notion of a block. We say
def
block(x, y) O d(x, y) <
{y | block(x, y)} is the block containing x.
A block is a maximal segment of a linear order obtained by just adding successors
and predecessors of elements already in the segment.
It will be convenient to add two new end points to each linear order we
consider. Add 0 and 1 to A with the order relations
0 <x < 1 for each x e A.
For finite strings a, b eA, we define a^db if a and b have the same order
relation, i.e. Vi, j [ai<aj<=>bi<bJ] and Mi, j [d(ait a,)^ d(bh bj) and d(0, u,) =s
d(0, bi) and d{ait 1) =s d(bit 1)].
Note that if d is a recursive function, then =sd is a recursive relation.
The crucial feature for applying the theorem is:
Contraction Lemma. In any linear ordering, if b satisfies a universal formula
tp(x), and a^db, then a also satisfies <p.
Conversely, if a fd b, then there is a universal formula <p such that b satisfies (p
but a does not.
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose we have a^db and existential <p
such that cp[a]. Now cp(x) is logically equivalent to a formula 3y xp(x, y) when tp
is quantifier-free. Since 4>[a], there are c such that %p[a, c\. Because a^db, there
are c' such that a, c^db, c'. Since b, c' are in the same order relationship as a, c,
they satisfy the same quantifier-free formulae. In particular we must have
%p[b, c'\. So <p[b].
For the converse, if a and b are not in the same order relation, then there is a
quantifier-free formula satisfied by b but not a.
Otherwise, we must have d(at . fly) > d{bh bj) = n for some i and j, with say
bi < bj. Then b satisfies the formula
Vyi • • • yn
but a does not.




Consider the following condition:
Condition (0). For every finite list of parameters ceA, there is leL such that
for every finite list m eA, there are 1' $ L and m' with c, m =£dc, I, m.
If condition (0) holds, then L cannot be formally 2". For if it is with
parameters c, let I be the element associated with c by condition (0).
Now L is equivalent to a disjunction of 3/X\V formulae, one of which, <p say,
must be satisfied by /. But, by the Contraction Lemma, we see that 0 is also
satisfied by /' $ L, which is impossible.
Proposition 2. In a recursive linear order, L is formally 2° iff there is a finite list
of parameters 0 = c0 < cx < ■ ■ ■ < cn < cn+1 = 1 such that each interval (c,, ci+1) is
of the type k ■ rj (for some kt e l^J) or contains no element of L.
Proof. If A = k ■ rj, then
x e L O By! • • • yk\fz x =yi<y2<- ■ ■ <Fa & A~'(f; <z <y,+i)
So if every interval (c„ cI+1) is of this type or contains no left limit point, then
L is formally 2°.
If not, then for any c, there is an interval I = (c,, c,+1) containing a left limit
point, I, but not of type k ■ r/. We can assume that d(ch I) = d(ci+lt I) = °o for if
not, consider a new sequence c including the finitely many points between I and c,
or c/+1.
Now either (a) I contains an infinite block, (i.e. of type co, to* or co* + co),
or (b) I contains blocks of arbitrarily large finite size,
or (c) / contains infinitely many blocks of maximal length (k say), and a block
of length <k.
We want to show that condition (0) holds.
Cases (a) & (b). Take I to be any limit point infinitely distant from c, and c,+1.
The procedure for finding /' and m' is as follows: Let m1 consist of those elements
of m which are finitely distant from c, or ci+1. So m = mu m2, say. Let n be the
number of elements in m2-
Find a segment of length n + 2, which does not include any of the »Ji, and let
V, m2 be the last n + 1 elements of this segment and such that they correspond in
order to /, m2■ Then clearly
q, c,+1, /', mu ml =£dch ci+1, I, mx, m2.
Case (c). Note that every element, except possibly finitely many, which we
may treat as if they were in c, is infinitely distant from c, and ci+1. Let I be the
left-most element of some block of length <k.
Given m, proceed as follows: Let n be the number of elements in m. Find n + 1
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blocks of length k. Then let V, m' be elements of those blocks so that they
correspond in order to I, m, and /' is not a left limit point. This is possible
because / is in a block of length <k. Furthermore, since k is the maximum block
size, this can be done so that
Ct, c/+1, /', m' ^dch c,+1, /, m. □
Now a linear order contains no left limit points iff each element has an
immediate predecessor or is the leftmost element. This is the same as saying that
every block (except possibly the leftmost) is of type w or co* + co. The leftmost
block, if it exists, could also be finite or of type co.
So a countable linear order contains no left limit points iff it is y, k + y or
co + y, where y is a linear order obtained by taking an arbitrary countable linear
order and replacing each point by a block of type either u> * or co * + co. So we
may say:
L is formally 2® iff 21 can t>e subdivided at points into finitely many segments of
type k -rj, y or a> + y. [k + y is treated by including the k part amongst the
subdividing points.]
By applying the above argument 'from right to left' we see that R is formally 2°
iff SI can be subdivided at points into finitely many segments of types k ■ rj, y* or
y* + co*.
This argument also applies for T, as t' $ L=> t' $ T. T is formally 2" iff 21 can
be subdivided at points into finitely many segments, each of which contains no
two-sided limit points or is of type rj.
In order to apply Theorem 1, we need some extra decidability. We will assume
that we are given a recursive linear order with a recursive distance function
(defined on (A U {0, l})2, for which L (or R or T) is recursive.
Then the existential diagram of 21 is recursive, as 3x (a <x < b)Od(a, b) 2= 1,
and the Contraction Lemma shows that so this relation is
recursive. So conditions (A) and (B) are satisfied. Condition (C) is implied by
condition (0) provided that the I can be found effectively, so we assume this as








(i) Constructive well ordering 2=a>2
(ii) to + rj, rj + co*
(iii) rj + k ■ rj (k¥= 1)
(iv) kx • rj + k2 ■ t] (1 A kx # k2 A 1)
(v) t] + to, co* + r]










Ordering Intrinsically Not intrinsically
yO yO
^2 ^2
(vii) (k + rj) ■ a (k^2, to =£ a a con- L, R, T
structive ordinal
(viii) The order obtained by replacing L, R, T
each point, p, on the rational line
by a block of size \a\, where
p = a/b reduced to lowest terms.
Proof. In (i) and (iv) T is intrinsically Z" because it is empty. The same applies to
R in (i).
For (v), let a be the first element of the co part of p + 00. Then x e L iff x «£ a,
and xeR = Ti&x<a.
co* + p is similar.
For (vi), let a be the point between the p and 2 • p parts. Then x e T iff x =£a.
And x e L iff 3y Vz [(x =£ a) or (x <y) & ->(x <z<y)\. And x e R iff 3y Vz [(x =s
a) or (y <x) & ~i(y < z <x)].
In the other cases we wish to apply Theorem 1. In each case it is clear that we
can arrange for the necessary decidability in our numbering of the ordering. So
we want to show that condition (0) holds.
We suppose that all lists of parameters c include the points 0 and 1.
(i) Given c, let ca be the last parameter in the initial to2 segment, and cb the
first parameter after the initial or segment. Then (ca, cb) is a constructive ordinal
of type 5s a)2, and so certainly contains a left limit point infinitely distant from ca
and cb, and a block of type co.
(ii) For (o + rj, given c let ca be the last parameter in the co part, and cb be the
first parameter in the p part. Then (ca, cb) contains a limit point (in the p part)
and a block of type co.
(iii) Given c, let ca be the last parameter in the p part, and ch be the first
parameter in the k ■ p part. Then (c„, cb) satisfies case (c) in the proof of the
proposition.
(iv) is similar to (iii).
(vii) Given c, let ca be the last parameter in the initial {k + p) ■ co segment, and
cb be the first parameter after that segment. Then (ca, cb) contains a segment of
type (k + p) ■ co. This satisfies part (c) above, as there are infinitely many blocks
of size k here.
(viii) Given c, let ca be the last parameter associated with a negative number
and cb be the first parameter associated with a positive number. Then (ca, cb)
contains a two-sided limit (associated with 1 /n for sufficiently large n), and
arbitrarily long finite blocks. □
5. Examples: boolean algebras
Countable boolean algebras may be thought of as being generated by a chain in
the partial order of the algebra. That is, associated with each countable linear
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order with initial point, a, there is a boolean algebra, B(a). The elements of
B(a) may be identified with finite unions of semi-open intervals (of the form
[a, b), where b may be °°) from a. The operations are then normal set union,
intersection and complementation. [In fact, all countable boolean algebras may
be represented this way.]
So we will be interested in recursive boolean algebras that may be presented as
B(a) for some recursive linear order, a, with recursive distance function.
For example, B(co) is the boolean algebra consisting entirely of finite joins of
its countably many atoms, and their complements.
The Frechet ideal, F, of a boolean algebra is the set of finite joins of atoms. It
may be represented
x e F <3 3y1 ■ ■ ■ yn Vz x=ylv---vyn& A ~1(0<z<y,-)
So F is formally 2%. We will see that it is not necessarily intrinsically 11%.
The atomless ideal, A, of a boolean algebra is defined by
xeA O Vy 3z [0<y ^jc—»0<z <y].
That is, A is the set of all those elements with no atoms below them. We see that
A is formally 17%. It will turn out that it is not necessarily intrinsically 2%.
Before we can apply the theorem, we need to know when a^xb for
a, b e B(a).
Given a = alt . . . , ane B(a), the atoms of the subalgebra generated by a are
of the form aP a off} a • • • a aP, where the complements may or may not be
taken individually. Of course, some of these expressions could be equal to 0. Let
a*, a%, . . . , a*- be these expressions taken in some pre-determined order. We
have the following:
Lemma 4. a^ b iff for each i
(i) a*, b* are both 0, or
(ii) a*, b* are both non-zero, and #(a*) 5= #(b*), where #{a) is the number of
points in the intervals comprising a in a.
Proof. Suppose there is some i for which neither (i) nor (ii) holds.
If a* = 0 and b* 0, then the b do not satisfy some formula of the form
xp a a xp = 0
which is satisfied by the a.
If a* #0 and b* = 0, there is such a formula of the form
xp a ■ ■ ■ a xp =£ 0.
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If k — 1 = < #{b*), then some formula of the form
Vyi • • ■ yk A (0<yi^x[') a-■ ■ V (y/vym^ 0)
_ l=Sy «=& 1 *sj,m<k
j¥=m
is satisfied by a, but not by b.
Conversely, if (i) or (ii) holds for each i, then given d, partition the b* into
intervals, various unions of which form the atoms of the subalgebra generated by
b, d. But then we can partition the a* in a corresponding way (because there are
enough points below them). That is, there exist c so that the subalgebras
generated by a, c and b, d are isomorphic. So a^ b. □
If a is a recursive linear order with recursive distance function, then this lemma
implies that condition (B) of Theorem 1 is satisfied for B(a). Also B(a) will have
a recursive existential diagram, and Twill be recursive, [a eFO#(a) is finite.]
In fact, we wish to apply the theorem to the complement, F', of F. We will do
this for B(a) in the cases where a is an ordinal 3= co2, where a = co + r] and
where a = 2 • rj.
It remains to show that condition (C) is satisfied in each case, which will also
imply that F' is not formally 2%.
Any list of parameters, p, partitions a into finitely many disjoint intervals.
In the case where a is an ordinal 3= co2, one of these intervals, I say, will be of
order ? or. Take a to be the first sub-interval of type co of I. Then any b,
together with a, gives a finite partition of I. Let a', b' give a corresponding
partition of I in which all the intervals except the last are shrunk to singletons.
Then a, b^ a', b', and a' e F.
In the case a = co + rj, we do the same thing, except that we take I to be the
interval of type co + rj, and a to be an interval inside the r/ part of I which does
not have the same end-point as I.
In the case a = 2 ■ rj, we take I to be any infinite interval in the partition given
by p, and a to be any infinite interval inside I. Then any b, together with a, gives
a finite partition of I. If in this partition a is divided into k intervals, then take a'
to be the union of k atoms within I, and b' to make these atoms correspond to
the intervals that a is divided into by b, and also to ensure that atoms in the b
partition of I correspond to atoms in the b' partition. Then we have
a, b =Si a', b, and a' e F, as required.
So in these three cases we can apply Theorem 1 to obtain:
Example. There are recursive boolean algebras isomorphic to B(a) for a an
ordinal 3= <x>2, B(co + rj) and B(2 • rj) in which the Frechet ideal, F, is not TF{.
In fact, every super-atomic countable boolean algebra (i.e. one with no
atomless subalgebra) is of the form B(a) for some countable ordinal a. So we
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will have dealt with all super-atomic recursive boolean algebras after considering
B(a) for a an ordinal < or. Suppose a = a> • k + n. Let p consist of the k
cu-intervals and the final interval. Then
So in this case, since F' is formally 77{J, F is formally 77^.
In B(u> + r]), the atomless ideal, A, consists of unions of intervals entirely
within the r] part. In this case we can arrange that A is recursive. Condition (C) is
satisfied in exactly the same way as above (a eA, and a' $A), so we have:
Example. There is a recursive boolean algebra isomorphic to B(u> + rj) in which
the atomless ideal, A, is not Z2.
6. Examples: reduced abelian p-groups
A reduced abelian p-group (RAP) is an abelian group in which the order of
each element is a power of p (a prime) and which contains no divisible sub-group.
That is, there is no sequence of elements ylt y2, ■ ■ ■ such that pyi+1 =yt. For a
recursive RAP, we merely require that the group multiplication be recursive (on
a recursive set of elements). Note that as the order of each element is finite, we
can find inverses recursively by successively calculating x, px, p2x, . . . , p" until
pnx = 0. Then (—x) = (pn - l)x.
For a RAP G, define Ga as follows: G0 = G, Ga+1 = pGa, and if a is a limit
ordinal, Ga = Dpca Gp.
Define P = {x e G \px = 0} and Pa = P fl Ga. The height of an element x ¥= 0,
h(x), is defined to be the unique a where x e G, x $ Ga+1. Conventionally
h(0) = oo > h{x) Vx 6 G, x ¥= 0.
For example consider the RAP given by the generators x, y^, y2, y2, ■ ■ ■ and the
relations px = 0, x = py] = p2y2 = • • • = pnyn = • • •. Here h{x) = co.
In this example there are only p elements of height 5= w (the multiples of x),
but we will consider the direct sum of countably many copies of this group:
Let the RAP E be given by the generators
x„ ya (1 =£ i, j < <» )
and the relations
pxi = 0, p'y,, = Xj (1 =£/,;'< to).
We will consider
xeFO /\ (xAp,-eF)0 /\ (r'A^ef).
l=S/s=£+l ls=/s=A:+ l
7 = {elements of G of infinite height} = \x /X\ 3y [p"y = x]
n<co
In E, 7 is exactly the set of all linear combinations of the x,.
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We see from the definition that I is formally Iff We will show that in this case
I is not intrinsically 2°.
First we need to prove a general lemma.
Consider a RAP G with infinitely many elements of infinite height. (So Pm is
infinite.) Let a, b be finite strings of elements of G. Let (a) denote the (finite)
subgroup of G generated by a. Write a^hb if there is an isomorphism
/: (a) = (b) such that /(a,) = b, and h(f(a)) s min{m, h(a)} for every a e (a).
(There is at most one isomorphism, as/(a,) = b, for each i.)
Lemma 5. If a^h b and b satisfies a universal formula <j), then a also satisfies (p.
Proof. This is equivalent to saying that for every finite extension of (a) (that is,
a finite group containing (a)), there is an isomorphic extension of (b).
So suppose we are given finite subgroups A — (a), B of G, a height increasing
isomorphism/:/! = B, and a finite extension A' of A. We want to extend/to an
isomorphism on A'.
We will make this extension in finitely many stages. At each stage we will take
xeA'—A with px e A and h(x)^h{x + a) for each aeA, and extend / to
A1= (x, a).
Since/is height increasing, we have
(*) h(f(a)) 3= min{A, h{a)} for each a e A where N = card(A' — A) < to.
We will ensure that when we extend / it still satisfies (*) with N = card(A' -
Ax). This assures us that we will be able to carry out all the finitely many stages
necessary to extend the isomorphism to A', as card(A' — A) height relative to
A' of every element of A' — A.
So, given x eA' - A with px e A and h(x) maximal in A' — A, let f(px) =y.
Then h(y) min{A, h(px)} 3= min{A, h{x) + 1}.
So there is w with pw = y such that h(w) ^ min{A — 1, h{x)}.
If w $ B, take z = 0. Otherwise, let z e Pw - B. Such a z exists, since Pm is
infinite.
Then, in both cases, w + z $ B and p(w + z) = pw + pz = y + 0 = y. Also
h{w + z) 3= min{h(w), b(z)}
3= min{A — 1, h(x), co} = min{7V — 1, h(x)}.
So extend/to A, = (x, a) as follows:
f(rx + a) = r{w + z) +f(a) for 0 =£ r <p and aeA.
It remains to check that / still satisfies (*). Note that N — 1 5= card(A' — Af).
Now, if 0< r <p,
h(r(w + z) +/(a)) ^min{b(w + z), b(/(a))}
52 min{A - 1, h{x), h(a)},
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and h(rx + a) = min{/i(x), h(a)}, since h(x) was maximal in A' - A. Hence
h{r(w + z) +/(a)) 5= min{A — 1, h(rx + a)},
and so/still satisfies (*). □
Lemma 6. If a fh b, there is some universal formula cj) such that b satisfy cp but a
do not.
Proof. If(a)^(6), then there is a quantifier free formula satisfied by b but not
by a. So suppose we have/: (a) = (b), but/is not height increasing. So there is
a e (a) such that m = h{f{a))< min{a>, h{a)}. Clearly, (a) can be extended by
adding a (pm+1)-th root of a, but we cannot add a corresponding (pm+1)-th root
of f(a) to (b). □
The above lemmas give us:
a?, b O b a.
If we assume that the function h' :G—>N U {°°} defined by
is recursive, then we see that =£h is a recursive relation, and the existential
diagram of G is recursive.
Thus, given a recursive RAP G for which the function h' is recursive and the
set / is infinite and recursive, it remains only to check condition (C) before we can
apply the theorem to I. We will do this for the group E given above.
Given c, take x = xio$ (c). ,
Now given a, let n = card((c, x, a)). Let j0 be such that (p°yy-0(„+1)—
on+1yjo(n+2)) $ (c, x, a), and put z = y/o(n+1) -pyjo(n+2). Then define a map / on
(c, x, a) as follows: For i ¥= i0,
and
{xio^xi0+pnz,yiok^ y,uk + pn~kz for each k.
This is well defined because
p(xio + pnZ) = pXio + Pn+ 1yj0(n + l) ~ p"+2yj0(„+2)
and
Pk(yi„k + p" kz) = pkyiok + Pnz = xio + pnz,
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and also because of the choice of n. That is, yiak with k> n cannot be in (c, x, a).
Clearly / is a height-decreasing isomorphism, and h(f(xio)) — n <co.
Thus, given c we have found x el such that given a, we can find x' = f(x) and
a' =/(«) such that c, x', a' c, x, a.
The existence of such an x el for every choice of parameters c also shows that I
is not formally 2%.
Clearly we can number E so that in the course of the construction we can make
a list of the i for which we have used some x, or ytj by stage s. Then we can choose
x effectively by choosing it to be xio for some i0 not on the list at that stage.
So we have the following:
Example. There is a recursive RAP isomorphic to E in which the set of elements
of infinite height is not [E is given by the generators xh ytj (1 =£ i, j < co) and
the relations px, = 0, p'y,y = xt (1 =£ i, j < co). ]
7. Conditions for intrinsic relations
For the general case, we need to generalize the relation
Definition. b if every finitary universal formula true for a in 2t is true for b.
3+i b if for each sequence d there exists a sequence c such that a, b, d.
If or is a limit ordinal, a b if a^ b for all /3 < a.
Definition. Given a recursive structure 2f and a new relation R on S?I, we define
for each finite sequence p e |S?I| and each ordinal a s* 2 the subset Rclff(/7) of R.
If cc = (3 + 1, then x e RcIq.^) if for some a, whenever p, x, a p, x', a' then
x' eR.
If a is a limit ordinal, then RcbQ?) = [Jp<a Rcl^(/?).
The following lemmas establish the connection between these relations and
infinitary formulae.
Lemma 7. Suppose the relations ^ (for ft =£ a) for 21 are uniformly recursive,
and the existential diagram of 21 is recursive. Then we can effectively find from
a e |2I| (a Godel number for) a recursive IJa formula such that for all b e |2l|,
a =sa b iff 211= tp"[b].
The proof is a simple extension of that given in [1]. □
Lemma 8. Given a 2, suppose the relations (for ft < a) for 21 are uniformly
recursive, and the existential diagram of 21 and R are recursive. If, for some
p, Rcla(p) = R, then R is formally 2°a.
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Proof. We first deal with the successor ordinal case a = jS +1. We have
R = RcIq^/j), so for each reR there is a such that whenever p, r, a p, r', a'
then r' e R. This relation between p, r, a is /7?, so some such a, depending on r,
can be found by a A® process. y
Let cpppra'{x, y, zr) be the 77^ formula guaranteed by Lemma Sr Then
KtyeR^\)(/3zr q%r'aip, y, zr).
reR
y~^_
This disjunction in this formula is-recursive, so R has a formally .^definition.
Now suppose a is a limit ordinal. Then for each reR, there is (5 < a and a
such that whenever p, r, a^pp, r', a' then r' e R. This relation between p, r, a
and (a notation for) /? is /7)1, so some such /3 and a, depending on r, can be found
by a A° process. Then
31 b y e 7? W 3zr <P%'rr,a'(p, y, zr)
reR
and this disjunction is clearly a Xa formula. □
8. Recursive labelling systems
We now give the underlying definitions we need to apply the general theorem
of C. J. Ash. We are following [2] closely, and the reader is referred there for
motivation and explanation.
A recursive labelling system (T, L, S, N, F) on a complete recursive metric
space X with basic open sets B(X), consists of a recursive tree T\ an r.e. set of
labels L for the nodes of the tree; an r.e. relation SczTxL with (u,l)eS
intended to mean that I is a suitable label for the node u; an r.e. relation
NcTxLxTxL with (u, I, u', V) e N intended to mean that /' is a correct next
label for the successor node u' of u if u is labelled by /; and a function
F :L^> ZP(X) for which the relation F(l) n a =£ 0 on L x B(X) is r.e.
A correct labelling of the path u0, ult . . . in T is a sequence l0, llt . . . from L
such that for each n, S(un, ln) and N(u„, ln, un+l, /„ + i).
An adherent point of a correct labelling {/„} of an infinite path {un} is a point
x eX such that for every open set U containing x, F(ln) D f/^0 for sufficiently
large n.
An a-system (for a a successor ordinal) is a recursive labelling system together
with a family {</3 | 1*5/3 < a) of uniformly r.e. binary relations on L satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) If «0 is the root node of T, then for any o e B(X) there exists I e L such
that S(u0, I) and F(l) n o A 0.
(2) If S(u, I) and N(u, I, v, m), then S(v, m).
(3) Each <0 is reflexive and transitive.
(4) If N{u, I, v, m), then I <la_1m.
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(5) If 1 =£ Yl < 72 < a and ^ ^y2 m> t^len ' m-
(6) If I <li m, then F(l) 2 F(m).
(7) Suppose that S(u, I) and v is a successor node of u. Suppose also that
or > ock > • • ■ > > a0 3= 1 and that I = K <U " " " <Wi <^1 lo where F(l0) (lo¥=
0. Then there exists m for which N(u, I, v, m), F(m) fl o¥=0, and /, <1 a.m (for
i = 0, 1,..., k - 1).
If cr is a limit ordinal, then there is a recursive sequence (y„) of successor
ordinals with limit a.
A (yn)-path in a recursive tree is an infinite path u0, u1, . . . such that for some
recursive sequence e0, eu , each e„ is a A°Un index for un+1.
For a a limit ordinal, an a-system has the same definition as above, except that
(4) and (7) are replaced by:
(4') If N(u, I, v, m) and u is a node of level n, then /
(7') Suppose that S(u, I), u is a node of level n and v is a successor of u.
Suppose also that yn > ak > ■ ■ ■ > > a0 2= 1 and that I = lk <iak ■ ■ • <ltt21\ <1q., l0
where F(/0) H Then there exists m for which N(u, I, v, m), F(m) Pi (7=^0
and /, <ia.m (for i = 0, 1, . . . , k — 1).
A path-generating instruction in a recursive labelling system is a partial function
p :T x L—> T mapping each (u, I) for which S(u, /) to some successor of u.
A labelling of an instruction p is an infinite path u0, uu . . . together with a
correct labelling l0,llt... of this path such that p(un, ln) = un+1 for each n.
If a = lim yn, a (y„)-instruction is an instruction p such that for some recursive
sequence e0, e1, . . . , each e„ is a index for the restriction of p to nodes of
level n in the tree and their labels.
Theorem (Ash [2]). Every A°a instruction (or (yn)-instruction for a a limit
ordinal) in an a-system has a correct labelling with an r.e. adherent point.
9. Main result
We are now in a position to state and prove
Theorem 2. Let 21 be a recursive structure and R a new relation on 2f satisfying the
following conditions:
(1) The existential diagram o/21 is recursive, and R is recursive.
(2) The relations (for 1 ^ j3 < a) are uniformly recursive.
(3) There is a recursive procedure to determine, for each p and x, whether
x e Rcla(p).
Then R is intrinsically E°a iff it is formally E°a.
Proof. We have already proved one direction in Lemma 1, so suppose R is not
formally I". Then by Lemma 8, we have that for no p is R = Rcln (p). So given
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this, we want to construct a recursive structure S3 together with an isomorphism
/: 23 = 21 such that f~1(R) is not 2°.
If |2f| is finite, then R is trivially formally 2?, so we suppose |2l| = {a0, alt . . .}
and let B = {b0, blt . . .} be any recursive set. Let L be the language for 21, and
let {60, 6it . . .} be an enumeration of the atomic sentences of L{B).
We obtain a recursive structure 23 with domain B by enumerating during our
construction the atomic diagram £>(23) of 23. That is, in the terminology of
Section 8, by obtaining an r.e. point m of the metric space 2N with the usual basis,
which yields £>(23) by
0*e £>(23) ifm(k) = 1,
~|0* e £>(23) if m(k) — 0.
This will give us a recursive structure, because the basic open sets of 2N are
clopen.
So the basic open sets a e B(2^) correspond to consistent finite subsets 2(a) of
{6k j k e f^J) v (~|0* | k e f^J}.
We will obtain /: 23 = 21 as the union of a limiting chain of partial functions. To
ensure it is a bijection we ensure that each element of |2I| and B is used in the
construction. To ensure it is an isomorphism we use the notion of coherence
defined below. To ensure it is the right isomorphism, we want to satisfy the
requirements Reqe:f~1(R) =£Se where Se is the e-th 2° set.
Let P be the set of all finite one-one partial functions from B to |2I|. / e P is
coherent w.r.t. oeB(2N) if there is a bijection g:#—»|2(| extending / such that
for each 6(1)^, . . . , bit) e 2(a), we have 211= 6[g(bh), . . . , g(hIt)]. We can obtain
an existential formula cp and elements a e |2I| such that / is coherent w.r.t. a iff
211= <p[a]. So by condition (1), this relation between / and a is recursive.
Definition. For f,geP and /3 3= 1, define f^pg if dom(/) c dom(g) and
an^pb,, . . . , b„ where {au . . . , an} = ran(/) and b,, = g(/_1(fl,)).
Lemma 9. Iff e P is coherent w.r.t. o e 5(2N), then for each a e |2l|, b € B, n eN
there exists g e P and o' e B(2N) such that g 3/, a e ran(g), b e dom(g), a' c a,
diameter(a') < 1 In, and g is coherent w.r.t. a'.
Proof. This simply says that we can extend partial functions, maintaining
coherence with a finite number of atomic sentences, to include in the domain and
range any given elements, and then decide finitely more atomic sentences to
maintain the coherence of this partial structure. (If it doesn't force us to choose a
particular one of 6k and ~~*6k, then we may choose either ad libitum.) □
Lemma 10. Iff^pg and g is coherent w.r.t. o, then so is f.
Proof. The relation a^ b is equivalent to the fact that b satisfies every np
formula satisfied by a. So f^pg implies f^i g. Now g is coherent w.r.t. a, so
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ran(g) satisfies a certain existential formula. But ran(/) must satisfy the same
formula, and so must be coherent w.r.t. a. □
Lemma 11. If ak > ■ • • > ax > a02* 1 and fk ^aJk-1 ■ • • ^aif ^aJ0 where f0 is
coherent w.r.t. o, then there exists g^fk, coherent w.r.t. o, such that f^a.g for
i = 0, 1, . . . , k- 1.
Proof. As in [1]. □
Now, to prove our theorem we define an cr-system as follows:
The nodes of the tree of level n + 1 consist of sequences of the form
O(o),((°)2> (0)3) = k0, . . . , H(„h((n)2, (n)3) = kn)
where i = {(i)x, {i)2, {i)f) is a standard tripling function, k( is 0 or 1, and
s) = 1 (resp. 0) is intended to mean that the i-th Turing machine with A°a
oracle and input m halts (resp. does not halt) within 5 steps.
A suitable label for a node is a sequence (/0, x0,f, xx, . . . ,fk, xk) where/ e P;
f <=fi+u xte R — Rcla(ran(/•)) or x, = *; xh at e ran(/+1); and e dom(/+1) for
each i.
A correct next label at a successor node of level n + 1 is as follows. If for some
j, such that (/)j is least; ,u0)l((/)2, (y)3) = 1, (7)1 = i<k and (j)2= f7+i(xd then a
correct next label is a suitable label (/0, xQ, gi+1, xi+l) such that
gi+i°fr+i(Xi)iR and /^«rn_,g,+1. (If a is a limit a; otherwise take y„ = a
here.) Otherwise, if there is no such 7, a correct next label is a suitable label
(fo> x0, ' • • J fk> xk> fk + lr xk+1)*
The symbol * is intended to show that here Req, has been satisfied, for we now
know that, putting y = fT+\ixi), we have y e S, and g,+i(y) $ R.
For each label / = (fQ, x0, . . . , fk, xk), F(l) is defined to be the set of points of
2N which correspond to structures 23 for which there is an isomorphism from 23 to
21 extending fk. So F(l) Ho=A0ifffkis coherent w.r.t. o.
We define (/„, x0, ... , fk, xk) (g0, y0, ... , gh y,) iff fk g,.
Now we must verify that this forms an cr-system.
(1) We can take as a label for the root node 0, the empty partial function 0,
together with any x e R — Rcla(0).
(2)-(6) are clear from the definitions.
(7) This requires that, given o e B(2N), yn > ak > • ■ ■ > a0sz 1 and labels
Ik <U • • • <aJi <U V where lk = (f0, . .. ,fm, xm) say and the last function in
label /,■ is (0 =£ i =£ k — 1), such that hQ is coherent w.r.t. o, we can find a correct
next label I. I can be of two forms, depending on conditions at the node of lk.
If / = (/o, x0, . . . ,fm, xm,fm+1, xm+l), a suitable coherent fm+1 exists by Lemma
11, since we have fm <la<: • • ■ <\a2hl <a,1 /z„ and require <ia,fm+i (for 0=£i ^
k - 1). By Lemma 9, we may take bm e dom(/m+i) and am, xm e ran(/m+1). An
appropriate xm+1 exists because R A Rcla,(ran(/m + 1)), and can be found by
condition (3) of the theorem.
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In the other case, suppose i is the least for which the conditions involving
f7+i(Xi) are satisfied. Then we have to find a coherent g,+1 such that g,+i°
frMxd t R and We have f ^YJm K-\ • • •^ hx h0. (Note
that if/eg, then f^pg for every /J.) By Lemma 11, there is a coherent g^fi
such that hj^a.g (for / = 0, ... k - 1) and fm =syn_, g.
By Lemma 9, there is a coherent g' eg such that xt e ran(g').
Now put ran(/) = a, and ran(g') = a, xt, b. Since xt $ RclQ(a) there exist x', b'
such that a, xi} b^Yn-ia, x', b' and x'$ R. So, letting k:Xj-^x', b-^b', put
g"= k °g'.
By Lemma 9, there is a coherent g;+1Dg" with 6, e dom(gI+1) and at e
ran(gi+1).
We have gi+l=>g"^Z and g,+1 sg'^-jg' ^g^a.hj (for j = 0, . . . , k - 1) as
required.
Also gi+i^r„-ig^y„-ifm, so (/), x0, g,+i, x'i+l) is a correct next
label.
Thus we have defined an cr-system.
Furthermore, the path through
(H(oh((°)2, (0)3) = k0,..., n(nh((n)2, (n)3) = kn)
where /r,(m, 5) = 1 (resp. 0) if the i-th Turing machine with A°a oracle and input m
actually does (resp. does not) halt within 5 steps, is generated by a A°a instruction.
(In this case, the label on a node is irrelevant in determining the appropriate
successor node.)
In the limit ordinal case, we can take it as a (y„)-instruction by ignoring all
calls to oracles higher than A°Yn at nodes of level n.
So this path has a correct labelling (fo,x°), (fo>xl,f\,x\),...,
(fo, Xo, x"), .. . with an r.e. adherent point. This point defines the
recursive structure 23. It remains only to construct the isomorphism /: 23 = 21
from the labels.
Lemma 12. For each n, lim,•/{, =/„ and lim, x'„ = xn exist and the /„ form a chain.
Proof. This is a standard finite injury argument. Nothing can cause f'Q to change.
The only way x'0 can change is if at some label it turns into an *; in this case it
remains thus thereafter. f\ can be changed only if x'0 becomes *. So each/;, and
x'n can only be changed finitely often and so must all settle down. The /„ form a
chain simply because the f'n do for each i. □
Lemma 13. Each requirement Req„ is satisfied.
Proof. If xn = *, then as noted before, for some y, f(y) =f„+i(y) $ R but y e Sn.
If xn is not an *, then we must have f~\xn) =ffh(xn) $ Stt. But xn e R. □
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So we have constructed a recursive structure 23 and an isomorphism /: 23 = 2
such that/_1(R) is not Z°a.
10. A related notion
Let Z°a = Up<aZ°p for limit ordinals a.
Theorem 3. Suppose Rclp(p)¥=R for each < a and each p. Then R is no
intrinsically Z°a if the following are satisfied.
(1) The existential diagram of 21 is recursive and R is recursive.
(2) The relations ^ (for 1 =£ /3 < a) are uniformly recursive.
(3) There is a recursive procedure to determine for each p, x and f < a whethe.
x eRclP(p).
Proof. To prove Theorem 3 we construct an cr-system as follows.
The nodes of the tree of level n + 1 are sequences
0*(!fc(»»o) = *0, • • • , T{n)2(mn) = kn)
where ju"(m) = 1 (resp. 0) is intended to mean that m is (resp. is not) an elemen
of the e-th Zyn-1 set. We insist that (/)[ < i for each i.
Suitable labels of nodes of level n are of the form (/, x, g) where/, g e P, f eg
x e R - Rclyn(ran(/)), an, x e ran(g), and bn e dom(g).
A correct next label on the node
(M(^(™0) = k0,..., ti$tfrnn) = kn)
after the label (/, x, g) is as follows. If m„ = g~\x) and kn = 1, a correct nex
label is a suitable label (g',y, h) such that g' °g~:(x) $ R, g1 3/and g^/n_1g'
Otherwise a correct next label is a suitable label (g, y, h).
F(f, x, g) is defined to be the set of points of 2^ which correspond to structure:
23 for which there is an isomorphism from 23 to 21 extending g.
(/) x> 8) <3/3 (h, y, k) is defined to mean g^ k.
It can easily be checked, entirely similarly to above that this forms ai
cr-system.
The desired (y„)-instruction is that which proceeds from a node of level n wit!
label (f, x, g) to the successor node
(^[0)2(^0) = k0, . .. , = k)
where
k = (° set'{1 otherwise.
This is a (y„)-instruction because (n)l<n, and so has an r.e. adherent point
which determines a structure 23, and a correct labelling (fQ, x0, g0)
(/1 > *\> §i)» • - • • Clearly {/■} form a chain, and U/:93 = 21.
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Furthermore, we see that at level n in this chain we have ensured that
f~\R) A («)2-th I^(ji)_i set. Since lim(y„ - 1) = or, /_1(R) £ 1"", as required. □
Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, a relation R is intrinsically E°a on
a recursive structure 91 iff it is intrinsically Zip on 91 for some ft < a.
11. Example
For an example of the application of these ideas, we consider recursive
well-orderings (a, <) for constructive ordinals o.
Lemma 14. In any recursive well-ordering (o, <) the set La of cr-th limit points is
formally 11%.a.
Proof. There are simple n2.a formulae defining the La:
x e Lj O Vy 3z [y <X^ry <z <x],
xeLa+l <=> Vy 3z [(y <x&y e La)-*(y <z <x & z e La)].
If a = lim y„, then O ff\n x e L7n. □
Clearly if La is empty or finite, then it is also formally Z^-a- (Of course, it is
formally as it has the definition
x e La O V x = /,•
liSLa
which involves only the finitely many parameters /,.) But we will see that if La is
infinite, then it is not intrinsically H^-a-
To apply Theorem 2, we have to consider the relations =sy.
Lemma 15 (Ash [2]). The relations a =s7 h for recursive well-orderings are
equivalent to certain conditions on the order types of the intervals between the a,
and the intervals between the b;. These conditions are such that given constructive
ordinals o, tx, there exists a recursive copy of o for which the =£„ (y < a) are
uniformly recursive.
To fulfil condition (3), it suffices to be able to find, for any a, an element of
R ~ RcWa).
Lemma 16. Suppose (o, <) is a recursive well-ordering such that o 3= coa+1. Let
R = La, the set of a-th limit points. Then, given any a,
x = max {a,} + co" i Rcl2.Q,(a).
a,einitial coa+l
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Proof. Suppose or is a successor ordinal. Let b be given. We must be able to find
x', b' such that a, x, b 2 a-i x', b' and x' $ La.
It may be checked that x' = x + coa~l and
are suitable, using the conditions of Lemma 15.
Now suppose or is a limit ordinal (so 2 ■ a = a). Let ft < a and b be given. We
want to find x',b' such that a, x, b^p a, x', b' and x'$ La. Again it may be
checked that x' = x + cop, and
are suitable. □
Hence we have
Example. If (o, <) is a recursive well-ordering such that o 3= coa+1, then La, the
set of cv-th limit points of o, is not intrinsically fa-
Proof. Take a sufficiently recursive copy of (a, <). Specifically, it will suffice if
the function (a, b) >-> the order type of [a, b], for a < b, is effective. For then
the existential diagram of (a, <), and La are recursive. And by Lemmas 15 and
16, conditions (2) and (3) of Theorem 2 are satisfied. □
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bf + to01 1 if x s£ bj <x + (x>a,
bj otherwise
bi + co^ if x =£ bt <x + cop+1
bi otherwise
